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LEBANON sing for disengagement from the Lebanese
quagmire."

The report expressed particular con-
cern about the deteriomting relations
betwee[ the Israeli army and the Shiite
population in southern Lebanon. In the
past, in particular, manipulating the
Shiites against the Patestinians and the
left was an important part of the Zionist
game. Now a former base of support
has become an eYen more dangerous
minefield.

year and a half later, the entire military The situation in Lebanon is mpidly
appantus, from the ordinary reservists coming to a very dangerous turning point
to the head of the General Staff, is pres- for the imperialists and their allies. I

Games for imperiatbfs, d$truction for Lebdnese peopte (DR)

lmperialists, Zionists
trapped by their own game

The report came out for a withdrawal

The Israelis'-favorite gang leader in southern Lebanon, Saad Haddad, ;lJTt"[y'#:t;i*jii'"Xi,Lii?l'Ul:
picked a good time to die.' ui. J*lt giu" a personalj.zed,. rheatricat flourish. to qf",r:I"j:ll-c ^"j "ff1'll"i;*t,ti'#r'fit;'[;"n,".*"Zionist and- imperialst policy in Lebanon, Haddad died of cancer 9" .ur"r*ti.ir' -"k; it doubtfut that the

i,xflf?,ih r,: ifi ffilr:T,"'1l%"1*:#.91i?:Tiilill,il#.'Y"3iH; r,{;i,"'# lul,-'u,,a up usefu, ,oca,

left' The rlew minister of defense, Moshe
Gerry FOLEY The balance sheet ofthis was drawn in Atens, has revealed the outlines of a ptarl

under rsneri overrordship, ruaa* i,"1iiiil#1it*L,lE",?H,tr;l"ii *i,#I;'[d1i*'iffiil'f,i#ti,:]#::
ruled with a mailed flst over a section of t"nor was revealed to the Israeli parlia- ic points.
southern Lebanon that grew with every ment a few days before Haddad,s death The first aspect is decisive. If Israeli
new Isf,aeli incursion. by Iabor opposition member Sulamith forces remain in Lebanon without effeet-

After the Ziouists occupied all of Aloni. ive local allies, they will continue to be
southern Lebanor in the summer of The document said, "It is nearly im- the targets of resistance attacks, $rhich
1982, lladdad's forces served mainly as possible to force Syria to leave Lebanon have already exacted a heayy tol[.
police auxitisries for tbe oecupation auth- by political means. And it is not recom- However, since the 1982 inmsion the
odties. They were distinguished by their msn6s6 that Isnel try to achieve this by Zionists and the imperialists have suf-
clumsy, pointless, politicaly counterpro- military ones." It also acknowledged that fered one disaster aftel anothel in theil
ductive brutality. the May 17 peace tleaty between the divide{nd-rule game.

A few days befole his death, on his Gemayel govemment and Israel had be- These tactics have been becoming
hospital bed, Haddad asked his Israeli come dead letter, that there was no way counterproductive even in long commun-
superior, General Yanosh Ben Gal: the phantomatic Lebalese state could alized Lebanon. Instead of allowing the

"Yanosh, tell me, has eYer,4hing we apply it. Zionists and the imperialists to inter-
have done in southem Lebanon over all Sniat!'n commented: "The Israeli vene through ptoxies, they have been
these last years leally been worth it?" army, especially the noftheln command, dragging them deeper and deeper into the

Since Ben Gal dirulged these dying pushed activety for the 'Peace in Galielee' quicksand of a civil war, in which every
words to the press, they hale become operation [that is, the inyasiou of Leb- step they tahe increases the array of
part of the debate in Israel onthe failure anon in the summer of 1982]. Now, a- forces opposing them and their stooges.
of Zionist policy in Lebanon.

Iladdad's loss was in itself a blow to
Israeli poticy in southern Lebanon. The
Jerusalem corespondent for the Paris
daiy Libemtion, Michel Sniat],n, noted
the lamentations of the top Zionist circles.

"General Ben Eliezer, cootdinator of
kmeli actilities on the West Bank and in
the Gaza Strip, said: 'Southern Lebanon
will never be the same. I$ael has lost the
corne$tone of its policy.' Govemment
and opposition leaders agreed for once in
paying homage to a'Leba[es€ patriot
and ftiend of l$ael.'

"There is no reason to doubt the sin-
cerity of these regrets....He will be hard
to replace...

"In southem Lebanon, Haddad was
one of the few with enough prestige to
weld together Christians of various fac-
tions and give a minimum of discipline to
a conglomerate of Christian and Shiite
militiamen."

The Israeli paper Maaiu commented:
"There was a unity in the area under
Haddad's control not achiercd in the rest
of the country."

As unfortunate as it was for the Is-
nelis, the loss of one important cotlab-
orator was only an incidental misfortune
that pointed up the genenl wreck of a
long-term policy in which Haddad had
played a part.

3Intemational viewpoint 30 January 1984



I.EBANON

Divide-and-rule game leaves
imperialists with losing hand

It is useful, now that inlluential cAcles both in the US and Israeli gov-
emments have begun to raise the alarm about a deterioration of the
"balance" in Lebanon, to review the long.term policy the imperialists,
Zionists and their allies have pursued in this country.

Cees Groen wrote such a review in the DecemberJanuar5r issue of
de Internationale, theoretical journal of the Dutch section of the Fourth
Intemational. The following is a shortened version.

based himself above all on the Christian
enclaves, such as Maryayoun.

Tb the dismay of the UN, there was
a certain fraternization between the
UNIFIL soldiers and the left Lebanese
and Palestinians, especiatly when I$ael
and Haddad were wa$ng a campaign of
indiscdminate teEor in southern Lebanon.
The Trre-Sidon-Nabatiyeh triangle re-
mained a sort of free state.

The tsctic for bringing this area under
rightist control had three aspects,

1. Israet started a terror campaign of
unprecedented dimensions, there were
daily bombardments from the atu and sea,
as well as commando raids, against civil-
ian targets - schools, homes. factories,
orchards and roads. Nothing was spared.

As a result of this terror, between
1978 and 1980 about 800,000 people
fled to the north (Sidon and Beirut). As

Cees GROEN

Since during the civil war, the Leban-
ese state brcke down completely in
southern Lebanon, and since an occupa-
tion by Syda or I$ael was not possible,
the rcle of the state was in fact taken
over by the PLO and the Lebanese Na-
tional Movement.

The militias of the two organizations
took over the police and secu ty func-
tions, and more and more the tasks of
civil govemment. Schools, clinics, pub-
lic services and administrative bodies were
set up to keep daily life going.

Likewise, cooperatives were set up and
local businesses supported. The PLO and
the Lebanese Natioml Movement (LNM)
(1) had no political program, but all these
actions set a revolutionary process in mo-
tion in the south.

This alarmed Israel, the right"u,ing
Lebanes€ Movement. the US and Slria as
well. A counteroffersive was launched.

In March 1978, an almy of 30,000
Israeli soldiers invaded the south to put
an end to the liberated zone. This so-
called Opention Litani had the support
of the Lebanese government and the US,
and was tolerated by Sy a.

The resistance was unexpectedly
strong. The PLO and the Lebanese Na,
tional Movement suffered hea\,y losses,
but they stood up to the invadeE. What
was supposed to be a blitzkdeg became a
creeping war. But that was unacceptable
for the US and S,'ria. Speed was essen-
tial for the action, because otherwise the
intemetional reactions would become too
dangerous, If the conflict dragged on,
neither S),ria nor Egypt could long re-
main aloof.

After eleven days, the United Nations
reacted with unusual speed. With the
support of the US, the UN demanded
that the Israelis withdraw, and a UN
armed force (UNIFIL) was sent to take
over the region.

UNIFIL'S obiective was to take con-
trol of the region south of the Litani river,
especially the coastal strip, away ftom the
PLO and the LNM. In fact, UNIFIL
served as a watchdog against the Leban-
ese revolution. The LNM and sections of

Power sam* fofce Lebdnese from their hone6 (DR)

the PLO were opposed to this. But
Yasser Arafat supported the UNIFIL as a
means forgetting the Israelis to withdraw,
in the hope that he could make gaiIts by
diplomatic means,

This shortsighted approach damaged
the alliance between the PLO and the
LNM. The UNIFIL was never an effec-
tive guarantee against Israeli aggression.
as the Dutch soldiers who have been in
Lebanon, leamed from their own exper-
ience.

'Normalizing' Southern Lebanon

Israeli fighter-bombeN daily overflew
the UN-held area to sow death and
destruction to the north and west of it.
This, however, did not reduce the sym-
pathy of the local inhabitants for the
UNIFIL. For them, the presence of UN
soldiers meant that they remained largely
outside the war zone. Most of the local
people had never been itvolved in the
revolutionary process, but simply suffer-
ed flom the conflict.

The liberated territory in southern
Lebanon shrunk severely. In the south,
the Israeli puppet iladdad formed a sort
of militia, It was totally underl$aeli con-
trol. All its equipment, down to the last
shoelace, came ftom Tel-Aviv. Iladdad

soon as an area became depopulated, the
bombing stopped. If the inhabitants
came back, the bombardment stafied
again. The liberated area was systematic"
aUy Y/recked and depopulated.

2. The central government in Beirut
began cutting off all support to areas
outside the Christian enclave. This led to
a soft of starving out of the rebel areas,
including the south that had already suf-
fered so much.

Refugees could not go into the dch
Christian enclave. They had to remain in
the western part of Beirut, under appal-
ling conditions.

3. Taking adyantag€ of the fact that
the Shiite masses had been very little in-
volved in the revolution, the Lebanese
goyernment, Israel and the US tded to
mobilize these Shiites against the left.

The instrument lor this was the
AMAL organization that had been set up
by a number of religious leaders at the
time of the civil war, Its proclaimed ob-
jectiye was to better the lot of the Shiites.
It was thus a religious organization.

ftom its standpoint, the woes of the

1. A ftont including the PSP, the Com-
munist Party and other refolmist teft orsaniza-tions - This and following rotes by IV.

&'
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Shiites were the fault of foreigners (that
is, Palestinians) and unbelieveE (i.e. Com.
munists). Peace could thus be achieved
by eliminating these forces. This seemed
cenvincing to a lot of Shiites. They
had seen many time how PLO actions led
to retaliation by Israel against their
homes. AMAL grew rapidly and estab-
lished its own militia in more and more
places.

West Beirut was originaUy the lslamic
part of the city. The eastem part was
predominsntly Chistian. TYaditionally,
the yrest was controlled politically and
economically by the Sunni Muslim com"
pradore bouqeoisie, headed by Saeb

Salaam, who seryed several times as

premier.
In the 1975-76 civil war, this com-

pmdore layer, q,hich collaborated with
the dght-wing Cbristians, lost all author'
ity. The Sunnis flooded en masse into
the left and national moYements, such as

the Communist Party and the Marabitoun.
(2) The PLO, which operated out ofbig
refugee cainps, also had a lot of support
among the Sunni population. This made
West Beirut also into a sort of liberated
area, like the south.

PLO base in West Beirut

The PLO and the left Lebanese organ-
izations had a lot of offices and facilities
there. A srong economic link also de-
veloped with the south. The southern
farmers brought their products to West
Beirut. The Isaeli war of extermination
in the south drolc hundreds of thousands
of uprooted Shiites to settle in the south-
ern outskirts of the city.

People were packed together incred-
ibly tightly h these refugee camps, such
as Bourjel-Branieh. The AMAL built up
strong support in them, including armed
forces, in the same wey as in the south,

The important Chalde airport, which
lies to the south of the city, temained un-
der the control of Syrian troops for a
long time after the ciyil war. The Sydan
forces were unable to penetrate into lvest
Beirut itself because of the military
strength of the LNM and the PLO. But
Syrian control of Chalde posed logistical
problems for the left.

West Be ut had to coutend with the
same sort of terror as the south. The
Lebanese government cut off all help step
by step, and at the same time a lalge
number of terrorist actions were carried
out that made life ins€cure. Israeli attacks
were less common, but the Lebanese sec-
ret sewice organized innumerable attacks.
At the ssme time, the fght helped AMAL
organize the Shiites against the left and
the PLO.

Under this pressure, forms of self-
organization developed on a distdct-by-
district basis. They took on a more and
more revolutionary chancter in the old
districts and in some tefugee camps.

Dudng the civil war, thanks to the
Syriau invasion, dghtist militias managed
to oyerrun some of the refugee camps in
the northeastem part of the city (that is,
in the middte of the Chdstian atea). The

massacre at Ael Tj,atar is the best known
case.

Th€ survivors then fortified themselves
in West Beirut, including in the Sabra and
Chatila camps. It was no accident that
these camps were chosen for massacres
by the rightist militis after the Isrseli
invasion in 1982.

The Druze area around the Awali riv-
er and in the Chouff mountains forms a
more or less sepamte region of southem
[,ebanon,

The Druze economy is based on agd-
culture organized around traditional vil-
lages. The old clan structure still plays a
major role, with the land being didded
up smong rBrious families. An example is
the Joumblatt clan, which now holds the
leade$hip of the Druze in Lebanon.

For I long time there were memben of
the leading Druze Arslan clan in the
Lebanese government, which gaye the
Druze access to some crumbs. A lot of
Druze were not satisfied with that, so
many of them joined the Progressirc
Socialist Party (PSP), which was formed
in 1946.

The PSP is not made up entirely of
Druze, but they continue to constitute
the majority. The party itself claims not
to be a communalist party but one that
was formed to libemts the minorities by
doing away with the communalist (3)
system in Lebanon. It is led by the
Joumblatt clan.

In the 1975.76 ciYil war, the PSP
fought on the side of the PLO and the
LNM. The PSP militia is particularly well
armed and highly motiyated. Within the
Druze community, there was a conflict
between the right wing led by the Arslan
clan and Joumblatt's PSP. Over the
couBe of time, the PSP has decisively
won this struggle.

The PSP is a party with a bourgeois
program, led by bougeois politicians.
Nonetheless, its program is progressive
under the Lebanese circumstances, sinc€
it caus for the abolition of the communal'
ist system.

Fighting for territory and power

The coUapse of the state power in the
1975-76 civil war and the "starving-out
tactic" followed by the centml gorcrn-
ment, subsequently led to the PSP assum-
ing more and more military and govem-
mental functions in the Druze area.

However, unlike the LNM-PLO area,
the PSP made no reyolutionary preten-
tions. It clearly n anted a capitalist Leb-
anon, with equal rights for Druze (and
other minorities).

So, the PSP made an agreement with
the Lebauese goYemment after 1980,
which in fact represented a break from
the LNM-PLO. This pact, moreover, led
to the neuhality of the PSP militia at the
time of the Israeli inyation in 1982.

Centnl Lebanon, with East Beirut,
is the stronghold of the right-wing Chris-
tian Phalange. Since the 1975-76 citiil
war, this area has more and more become
a separate state. The civil war fairly well
wiped out the authority of the central
state. Its role was taken over by the Phal-

angist militia, the national LibeEl Psrty
of Camille Chamour aod the militia con-
troUed by the trYanjieh family in the
north, around the city of 74otb^.

After the S),rian intervention saved
these Christian militias flom total de-
feat, they went on the offeusive in the
last phase of the civil war.

Their main target was the belt of refu-
gee camps that cut off East Beirut from
its hinterland. With the conquest of Tel
zaatar, this operation was completed.
But in other places the population was
also "purged." Religious war was stirred
up by such provocations as pogroms
against Muslims. Muslims fled from the
Christian area, and Christians fled to it.

In the following phase of "consolida-
tion," the vadous dght-wing factions had
it out among themselves, The Phalange
went ahead io liquidate what remained of
the central state authority. It took the
government base in Jounieh and openly
humilisted the soldie$ who had been sta-
tioned there.

These actions were dtected against the
puppet Edde govemment boosted into
power by the Syrians after the interven.
tion. NaturaUy, the Syrians did not iust
sit there and watch this happening, so a
war broke out between the S,'ri8n troops
and the Christiau militias.

The S)'dans were forced to withdraw
from East Beirut to the Bekaa vaUey.
This was the result in padicular of ex-
tensive Israeli support to the Christians'
The Sl'rian army lost hundreds of soldiers
in the fighting. In the Bekas valley itself,
it had to conduct a months-long siege be-
fore it frnally managed, vvith the $eatest
difficulty, to take the Christiau strong-
hold of Zahle.

Within the Chistian area, the Phalange
settled accounts with its fimls. F st
Chamoun's National Liberal Party was
smashed in 1979, after heavy fighting.
In the oorth, the Phalange was less suc-
cessful. The Franjieh clan that domin-
ated this area was linked to the Slriars.
The head of the Ftaniieh clan, his wife
and three-year-old daughter were murder-
ed in a raid apparently organized by the
Phalange.

The result of this outruge was that
within a few days all the Phalangists were
cleared out of the north. Finally, in the
Phalange area, more progressive parties
were rooted out, Such padies have to
work underground.

Thus, in 1980, the Phalange's power
was concentrated in the East Beirut area,
Metn, Kesrouan and the coastal strip
from Jounieh to Batroun, Under the
pressure of the Phalsnge, all the central
state's income was channeled to this atea.

The Phalangists levied their own taxes,
formed their own army and police, and

Intemarional viewpoint 30 Janualy 1984

2, Ar Arab nationalist cunent. sometimes
olted the "Nesse t.s."
3. Accoldhg to .n aEreemeDt on which
the indeDendent Lebanese state is based, in agg-seat pa tamedt, 30 seats are allotted to the
Maronlte Chdstiansl 20 to the SuEi Musrims;
11 to the Gleek Odhodox ClEistiansi 6 to the
Gleek Catholicsi 1 to the Alm€lia! Catholicsi
1 to the Protestantsi aud ore is variable. The
prcsident of the rcpublic is rilways a Malonite,
the prcmler a Sudni, the chair of the parliamert
a Shiite and the vice-preEiet a Greek Orthodox.
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set up thefu own government. Led by the
Gemayel family, the Phalangists had the
support of the US and Israel. Further-
more, they held aI the keys to the
Lebanese economy in their hands.

The Chdstian area became a paradise
for the fich. While the other parts of
the country were subjected to systematic
terror, the Phalangist zone was an oasis
of peace.

There was enough wealth to give a few
crumbs also to the less well off. Al-
though there is a labor shortage in the
area, worke$ were deliberately not
brought in from other parts of Lebanon.
That would be too dsky. So, immigant
worken have been brought in in $eat
numbers from Egypt, Pakistan and India.

In the north, the division of por er
after the civil war was a! complicated as
in the other parts of the country. The
outlines of the pictule are as fouows:

Around the city of Tripoli, the LNM
and the PLO were in control. As in the
south, the Syrian interyentiorist troops
were badly defeated in June 19?6. TYipo-
lie became a kind of free state.

Ihe Zgortha area was controlled by
the Franjiehs' fight-wing militia. It was
dfiven out of ltipoli, but able to estab-
lish itself in the mountains, with Syrian
support.

The soulce of the Franjiehs' conflict
with the Phalange was the question of
Sfia. The Fmnjiehs did not want to
break with the Syrians, because that
would undermine the basis of their pow-
er. The clan is economically, politicaly
and militarily too dependent on Sria.

After 1978, the fYanjiehs' militia con-
troUed the area up to Batroun, and col-
labomted with the PLO and the LNM in
the fight against the Phalangists.

Islamic fundamentalism
The area alolg the border with Sy a is

inhabited by people belonging to the Ala,
wite sect, a minority that plays an impor-
tant role in Sltia. Here the Syrian army
exercises a strong influence over daily tife,

The TYipoli free state has been regular-
ly bombarded by Israel, getting the same
sort of treatment as southern Lebsnon.
The PLO aud the left parties (the October
24 Moyement, the C,ommunist Party, the
Baath) have had more and more diffi
culties with an Islamic fundamentalist
$oup, the lslamic Unity Movement,

These fundamentatists are viotently
antagonistic to Syria, and against organi-
zations that are not religious. In a cer-
tain sense, they played the same role as
AMAL elsewhere in the country. Up till
1982, the role of this group was still
limited, After the Israeli invasion, it went
on the offensive.

Since the 1976 civil war, the eastem
part of the country, the fertile Bekaa val-
ley, has been under Slrian control. Be-
fore, almost the entire area, with the ex-
ception of the Zahle Christian enclave,
was run by the LNM. It fought a had
but losing fight against the Syrian inter-
!€ntion,

In this part of Lebanon. the Syrians
perform most of the functions of the

0

state. This area is also closely tied to
Sfia economically. Thus, since the
Syrian occupation, a lively smuggling
trade has developed, in which the Slaian
army participates.

Sria has also given PLO units which
are considered pro-Syrian bases in the
Bekaa valley. The Syrian high command
is also located there, The AMAL move-
ment has also gained support in this area,
where the population is largely Shiite.
But unlike the south or Beirut, the
Iranian revolution has won considerable
influence, mainly as a result of the
Iraniar militia force sent to the Bekaa.
For SFia, which is an ally of Iran , this
has the advantage that the AMAL there is
not so closely tied to the right-wing
forces in l,ebauon.

The 1982 Israeli invasicn dmstically
upset the precarious balance of forces in
Lebanon.

South Lebanon came completely
under Isaeli control. The UNIFIL c.ould
and would do nothing to oppose this.
The i[vasion was designed to wipe out all
the teft and Palestinian resistance. Tens
of thousands were made homeless be-
cause their camps wete bulldozed. Ercry
hospital, every school, eyery facility that
flew the PLO or LNM flag was destroy-
ed. All men between the ages of 15 and
55 irl the Palestinian camps were arested.
With the help of informers, the mem-
bers of the Lebanese left organizations
were picked out. Thousands were jailed
in concentmtion camps such as El Ansar.

In West Beirut, the same thing happen-
ed. During a 79day siege, the city was
shot to pieces. Phosporous bombs, ftag-
mentation bombs and other teEor \ eap-
ons were used agaimt every soft of target.
The industdal belt to the south of the
city was destroyed.

Originally, the Israelis were not sup-
pos€d to enter the city after the evacua-
tion of the PLO in September. But
directly after the murder of the Isaeli
supported presidential candidate, Bashir
Gemayel, they sent their tanks into the
city. The defense of the city had been
seriously weakened by the withdmwal of

French eodief$ search corc in West Betut (DR)
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the PLO fighters and by the dismantling
of the defenses by the Multinational
Force. With the help of the Phalangists,
the Isaelis began brutal raids in the city.
Thousands were arested, and many were
never heard of again after they were
handed over to the Phalange.

At that point, I$ael and the Phalange
stafted a second operation, institutional-
ized terror, to intimidate the uuarmed
masses \dth the threat of mass slaughter.
The Sabra and Chatila massacre was car-
ded out with the deliberate couaboration
of the Israeli forces. It was designed as
an example for the Lebaaese and Pales-
tinians.

In the wake of the Islaeli troops, the
Phalangist muldere$ got free reign
throughout the south. Why? To create
such fear that the people would think
that anlthing was better than the Phal.
ange. This was so the unarmed masses
would tum to the Israeli occupie$, the
multinational peace force and the new
regime in Lebanon for protection, And
this tactic had I certain success initially.
Israel's plans falter

AU of this was designed to reinforce a
strong ght-wing govemment in Lebanon
under Amin Gemayel.

Isael did not even want to sign a
genuine peace treaty with Lebanon. It
wanted a peace that yyould leave it the
dght to interven€ politically aud mili-
tadly in the country. What is more,
southem Lebanon was to become an
economic sphere of interest for I$ael.
The local economy was deliberately
wrecked and made dependeni on l$aeli
imports.

In 1983, however, this policy began to
break down.

1. In the Israeli-occupied Chouff
mountains, the PSPwas originally neutnl'
In return for some lsraeli concessions,
Joumblstt was ready to let the Isaeti
forces move through undisturbed in June
1982. But at the end of 1982, the Is-
raelis brought the Phalangists into the
atea.

The Druze were no longer spared from
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the tenor. The infamous Colonel Djadja
got a free hand from the I$aelis. As a
result, fighting flared up in the Chouff in
early 1983 and tumed against Isael. The
resistance was so fierce that the Isrdeli
troops began to get demoralized and had
to be withdrawn in September behind
the Awali river.

2. In south Beirut the population
suffered severely from the occupation
and the policy of the Gemayel govem-
ment. The population here was Shiite
refugees, among whom AMAL had con-
siderable support. When it became
klown that the government planned to
expel these refugees and that Gemayel's
army went into Wadi Abu Jamil to begin
the operation, the dam bulst.

There was a general insuEection. in
which the AMAL militia fought against
Gemayel. AMAL in Beirut dropped its
pro-Israeli and pro-Gemayel leaders and
went over to the resistance.

3. In West Beirut and southem Leb-
anon, the local population was fed up
vt/ith economic strangulation, provoca-
tions and the continuing imprisonment
of thousands of people. Committees in
defense of the prisone$, against the econ-
omic strangulation and the teror sprang
up like mushrooms.

In September 1982, the left under-
ground organizations set up the Lebanese
National Resistance Ftont (LNRF). This
front quickly gained support among the
population and started up a military cam-
paign against the Israeli troops, the
Phalange and Gemayel's army.

Since that time, in southern Lebanon
the l$aelis have lost 300 soldiers in ac-
tions by the Resistancc front. This front
has also gained extensive support among
the Shiite population in the south.
AMAL has split into one vring that works
with Israel and one that opposes Israel.
Religious leadeE have joined the resis-
tance ftont, Therc have been two gener-
al strikes against the occupie$.

4. Syria has been forced to move
against Israel and its Phalangist allies. No
compromise was po$sible with the Begin
govemment.

The greatest provocation was Gemay-
el's signing a peace treaty with Israel. In
fact, this treaty ratified the total subord-
ination of Lebanon to American ard Is-
Beli interests. It made withdmwal of Is-
meli troops dep€ndent on v.ithdraval of
the S]'dans, after x'hich I$ael would still
have the right to intervene in Lebanon.

In one fell swoop the Gemayel govern-
ment dropped all opposition to the Is'
meli occupation. Moreover, it became
totauy identiiied with the "Phalang!
zation" of Lebanon. Through a series of
decees, the army, police, schools, courts
and ministries were purged of opposition-
ists.

Seven thousand teachers were thrcat-
ened with losing thetu jobs. Replace-
ments lqere recruited exclusively among
Phalangists. The token parliament was
put in mothballs. It ceded its poweE to
the president. As a result, a lot of depu-
ties resigned. Decisions by the Phalangist
leadership were broadcast ove! mdio and
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watid Joumblatt, tedder of the PSP (DR)

TV as govemment statements. What re-
mained of a "loyal opposition" was for-
ced to take its distance from Gemayel.

In July the bourgeois opposition join-
ed in a National Salvation ftont, includ-
ing the Muslim bourgeois leader Karame,
the Chistian leader ftanjieh, and the
Druze chief Joumblatt. Its main demands
are for a shariag of the power and repud-
iating the peace treaty with Isrsel. This
frcnt knows that it can count on support
from Syria, from the AMAL groups, and
from the LNRF. Virtually every force
but the Phalangists were against Gemayel.

Between August and Or'tober the sit-
uation got out of hand f<,r Gemayel. In
West Beirut, the so-called national army
ran into heavy opposition in its attempts
to purge the area. Then came the mass
uprising of Shiites in south Lebanon.
Thes€ uprisings made it impossible to
defeat the Druze updsing in the Chouff
mountains. The Phalangists there 'rere
decisively defeated, losing half their
forces.

'Multinational' force takes sides

The Israelis could not send help be-
cause of the big problems they themselves
had in the south. In the Israeli army
there is nothing so unpopulat as a new
operation in the Chouff. Of course, the
Israelis did make major air strikes against
the opposition when it attacked strategic
poirts. In this way, they helped give the,
butcher Djadja a breathing space.

The national army that had been
armed and trained by the US began to
disintegate. Thousands of soldien de-
serted, in particular Druze and Shiites.
Druze in the Israeli army petitioned to
be able to join in the fighting on the
Druze side.

Facing this disastrous situation for
them, lhe US and its allies had to give up

their pretence of neutmlity. The Multi-
national Peacekeeping Force joined irl the
fighting on Gemayel's side.

The reactio[ of the resistance was
c.lear. The Multinational Peacekeeping
Force was seen as an enemy, arrd came
under fire, Healy pressure led to a cease"
fire and the holding of a conference in
Genew on the future of Lebanon.

Iu this conference, Gemayel did not
seem to have the strength to maintain
his policy, He was forced to make con-
cessions. The Phalangists, with US and
I$aeli suppoft, however, did not go for
that, and the conference died a quiet
death.

The confrontation moved back to the
battlefietd, In the meantime, the French
and US military headquarters ilr Beirut
were blown up in suicide attacks. Hun-
dreds of soldiers in the "Peace Force"
died.

These actions are an indication of the
intensity of the struggle. Although these
bombings occuEed during the Geteva
conference, it is unlikely that the Nation-
al Salvation Front or the Syrians had a
hand in them. But that was not neces'
sary. The resistance is very broad and
deep. AII softs of groups take part in
struggtes everyday against the "Peace
Force," the Isneli occupie$ or the
Phalangists.

In south Lebanon shortly after this the
I$aeli headquarters was blown up, kill-
ing a number of top officers, The "search
and destroy" missions that the I$aelis
caried out after that led to still more
bitterness among the poputatiol.

In particular, the National Guard that
I$ael set up with the help of collabora'
tors managed to make itself particularly
hated. But also the lep sals against the
local government officials. economic re'
prisals such as closing the roads, poured
oil on the flames.

A new geneml strike broke out and
got mass support.

How $eat the mass hatred for the oc'
cupiers and their allies had become \ir'as

shown during a Shiite religious festi\al
in Nabatieh. After an incident, tens of
thousands of people attacked the Is-
raelis and the National Guard en masse.
With stones, sticks and ceremonial
swords they drove the soldieE into flight.
Tventy-five Ismeli soldiers are still re'
ported "missing."

It is probably this mass resistance
that induced Israel to release thousands
of prisoners from the concentration
camps. This riras a concesion to the cen'
tral demand of the population. But there
are still a lot of people in these camps.

The relationship of forces in Lebanon
is clearly evolving in a way more and
mote unfavorable to Gemayel and his US
and Israeli allies. This means that there is
a real possibility that larger-scale mili
tary actions will be undertaken agaiust
the armed tesistance. Since such opera-
tions would pose a fundamental threat
to the interests of Slaia and the USSR,
therc is a seriow chance that this could
lead to further escalation. I
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TUNISIA

After the hunger riots
Solidarity with the Tunisian people

A week of popular demonstrations representing a
veritable revolt shook Tunisia from December 29,
1983. This spontaneous movement was in response to
a price rise for foodstuffs of 70 to 120 per cent, par-
ticularly for cereals and bread. These rises were de-
creed by the Mohamed Mzali government, to take
place at the beginning of 1984. This was under the
pressure of the 'true price' policy demanded by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the \Torld
Bank.

There were two phases to this explosion of popular
anger, the biggest since January 1978. (1) The first
was the revolt in the mining and rural regions of the
South. The second wave took the form of solidarity
demonstrations in Sfax, Monastir, Tunis and its poor
suburbs, at the initiative of the unemployed and

Rene MASSIGNON

school student youth.
These massive demonstrations had an aspect of a

real confrontation with the regime, attacking differ-
e-nt symbols of bourgeois power: luxury goods, banks,
the. headquarters of the governing PSD (Destourien
Socialist Party) (2), and the police statioru. The
demonstrators' only demands were the cancelling of
the price rises and the departure of the govemmenti

The reaction of the regime, that is bf Habib Bour-
guiba and lis head of govemment, Mohamed Mzali,
was particularly violent. For the third time in six
years, a state of emergency was declared, with the po-
lice and the army shooting on sight. (3) The outcohe
- 120 deaths and hundreds of wounded - show the
bloody shock that the regime wanted to inllict on the
popular movement.

These 'bread riots' mark a new stage
in the political and social oisis that has
existed in Tunisia since 1977, However,
unlike the January 1978 mobilisations
which followed a long period of rise in
working class struggles culminating in a
general strike, those of January 1984
above all revealed the immense explosive
potenl,ial of the impoverished layeE in
the towns and country.

This crisis is the expression of the
specific social inequalities in the structure
of Third World Gountfies. From the be-
giuning of the 1970s, the social structure
of Tunisia has been thoroughly shaken
up.

A minimal economic development has
led to the growth of a large working class,
at the same time as the social structure of
the countryside has been completely
changed. A massive rural exodus has
swollen the urban cente$ along the coast,
where shanty towns have sprung up with
enormous areas of poverty and unem-
ployment,

There are an estimated 500p00 un-
employed in a population of 6.5 million
inhabitants. Sixty per cent of the unem-
ployed are young people with nothing to
do. In addition, as access to the land has
become more and more difficult for the
underyrivileged masses, the extent of
malnutrition bas increasd.

Faced with the economic crisis, the
Mohamed Mzali goyernment had no
other choice than to take measures to
satisfy their social base - that is the
ncketeer bourgeoisie that has developed
during the past few yean. The goveru-
ment's measures were, thus intended to
develop the conditions to allow this neo-
colonial bourgeoisie to i[tegrate itself
into the world market, Asa consequence
the country suffered from a heavier and
heavier debt to the international linan-
cial organisations.

I

Thus, the only choice for the regime
was to attack the income and consump-
tio[ of the popular masses and accept the
plans dictated by the International Mone-
tary Fund. One of the measures it de-
manded was the suppressiou of the Gen-
eral C,ompeDsation Fund. This institu-
tion intervened to keep down the prices
of cereals and cereal products.

But, comptetely ignoring the contra-
dictions, and preoccupied with socially
integrating the workers and the UGTT
(General Union of Tunisian Workers) into
its politica.l game, the bourgeoisie was in-
capable of imagining such a broad re-
sponse from the masses, other than the
waged worken.

Imperialist responsibility

Bread and other cereal-based food-
stuffs are not like any other product for
the Tunisian masses. They are not only a
symbol but the basic staple for most of
them. Since 1960 cereal products have
remained at a steady 10 per cent of the
family budget for 75 per cent of homes.
Half the population spends 50 per cent of
its budget on food. Thus, this govern-
mental measure meant concletely mote
malnutrition and a more imbalanced diet
for the masses.

Moreover, as in many other dominated
countdes, where similar social explosions
have taken place - hunger iiots in Brazil
in 1983, Morocco in 1981 - the lespon-
sibility can be yery clearly traced back
to the imperialists. The measures re-
commended by the IMF are unrelated to
the real state of world ceteals production,
which is in surplus.

The objective of thes€ measures was to
hold up the cereals market for the benefit
of the imperialist countries, which dom-
inate it by condemning millions of in-
habitants of the third world to live in
malnutrition, or indeed in famine. The
United States play a particularly cynical

role in this situation. By dumping un,
derpriced cereals on the market in 1983,
they succeeded in becoming the pdmary
supplier to Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia.
Relayed by the bourgeois compmdor
regimes, the imperialist manipulation of
cereals prices had a particularly grave
effect on Tunisia-

This social cdsis also exposed the
deriEory aspect of the 'Tunisian demo-
cratic experience' aud the politic.s of con-
sensus. The legalisation of the two bour-
geois opposition forces, the Movement
of Democratic Socialists (MSD) and the
Movement for People's Unity (MUP),
a few days before the price rises, as weU
as the grantiug of some wage compensa-
tions, were not enough to ayoid the con-
ftontation. The recouhe to savage re-
pression was the only way for the gov-
emment to save the situation, as in each
of the previous tests of strength.

Ceftainly, the government finalty with-
drew and postponed the price rises.
Bourguiba found the way to extricate
himsetf, by playing on his declining Bona-
partist role to appear as a saviour. But his
manoeuwes did not inspire any illusions,
and if the government drew back, it was
mainly to ayoid a spread of the struggle.
It had no intention of making any major

1. OE January 26. 1978, hudreds of
thousands of workers took parr in a general
ndke called by Lhe Tuisian union confedera-
tion. the UGTT. This tlas bdshly repressed:
4OO dedths. rbousal]ds o{ wouded, 3,Ooo
arrests. includinc all the unioD leaderehip cf the

2. The Destourien movement was th€ former
bourgeoi! nationalist movement led by Bour
guiba. the from the Arabic word

3. MzaU and Bousuiba think they have
fomd a scapesoat in tbe peEon of Driss cuiEa.
the Eiaisier of the intedor. who has been dis-
milsed. Without misestimating the role of this
individua.l who was suDpoded bv ceriain Iac-
tiorls of the bougeoisie, it is as well to recal
that it was th€ provocation to masses contained
in tb€ price rises decreed by the head of govem-
ment Mzali that made their cup overflow. Thus
it is the govemment as a whole which is respor-
sible for the repression and its scope.
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alteratiotrs in the ftagile political edific\e
that has existed since 1979. For the gov-
emment, maintaining a certain politicat
tibemlisation is the only v/ay of keeping
a small social base and to be able rela-
tively to contain the struggle.

It is from this point of vien' that the
attitude of the legalised opposition forces
is the most shameful, particularly the
position taken by the Tunisian Commu-
nist Party. While demanding.a postpone-
ment of the measures', the CP denounced
'vandaLism' and the 'recourse to street
demonstrations'. The forces which
preselt themselves as the democntic al-
ternatiye have neither denounced the re-
spomibility of the Mzali goyernment nor
demanded its resignation. These so-
called opposition padies arc essentially
aiming at a compromise with the regime,
and have once more discredited them-
selves in the eyes of the Tunisian masses.

The attitude of the only trade union,
the UGTT, was not brilliant either.

Boureuiba welcomet MitteftaniL on his first official vbit (DR)

Throughout 1983, it could not figure out
what position to take on the suppression

of the General Fund. At the time of the
demonstrations, it thus found itself com"
pletely outside the acti!e movement.

While some union activists took part in
the demonstrations, and while solidarity
sit-down strikes took place in enterprises
like the RNTA (public transport), the
SNT, the SNCFT (railways), the UGTT
leadelship's position was conciliatory
ftom start to finish. It did not demand
the cancellation of the price dses and
contented itself with demanding wage
compensation which would only put ofi
the problem for a while. It was finaly
pushed to make an agreement on this
basis with the goveinment only a few
hours before the 'supreme fighter, (Bour-
guiba) announced the suspension of the
price dses.

The need for unity
The postponement of these measures

mainly signified that the problem has to
come up again within the next few
months - with still more force. How-
ever. the government is hoping l,o win
time between now and then to defuse the
social explosioDs and divide the workers
by giving them small wage rises that will
be quickly eaten away by price rises.

A broad debate within the union and
the adoption of a positive position on
this question could help the UGTT to
gain credibility with a number of sec,
tions of the population that it does not
organise.

In these political conditions it is not
surp sing that the Islamic currents have
at the moment taken on a weight that is
out of line with their real influence. Be-
ing present in the poor quarters of Tunis,
such as Melassine and Djebel lahmar,
where their populist rhetoric has a cer-
tain resonance, they have appeared in
some places as the only radical altema-
tive to the regime.

These fundamentalist currents have
exercised a not inconsiderable influence
among high school and student youth
in the last few years, a.nd have used
fascistic methods to consolidate them-
selves. They were thus able to organise
certain groups to plofit ftom the demon-
Etrations, in which in fact they got in-

I

Tunisian Fourth hternationalists declaration

We p_ublish belou major etctracts from a d.eclaration by the Reootutiorury Vrork-
ers Group, sympathising organi.sation of the Fourth International in Tuni.sia.

More than one hundred deaths and seveml hurrdred wounded, this is the appal-
ling outcome of the dots that have taken place throughout the country.

Today, three days after the proclamation of the state of emetgency, surpdred
!y the tapid response and the breadth of the movement, the regime has gonc
back on its decisions. Whatever political motives may lie behind Bourguiba's man-
oeuwes aimed at defusing the mass dircontent, the mass movement, despite its
ryontaneity, has inflicted a setious defeat on goyernment policy.

The working class as an organised force was the major absentee from these
recent events. The UGTT leaderehip, lry supporting Mzali's leaderchip, by refusing
to mobilise the workeE atound clear and unifying objectivec, found itself in a falee
position in relation to the mass movement, despite the strong discontent in the
union rank and file.

T'he worker demonstrations and strike movements, which were initiated by cer-
tain regional tmde unions or at the sectolal level, and the wideEtread discontent at
the base, will have to tmnsforllr themselves into a broad movement of the working
class to reE ond to, and confront, the austerity plans and policies of the regime in
all their forms.

- Immediate unconditional lifting of the state of emergency and the curfe\r
throughout the country!

- The army back to the baracks!
- Immediate uuconditional release of all those arrested and an end to the

trials !

- Compensation for the families of tho6e rrho wete victims ofthe bloody re-
pression !

- Dissolution of the Destourien militias and judgements on their members and
leaders !

- Dissolution of the BOP and all the repressive troops!

IrYhile the regime hae today retreated on some of its decisions, it will not hesitate
to use any means to get back what it ha6lo6t in the last few days. It will force the
working class and the popular masses to pay for it at a hfuh price, while continuing
to apply its austedty policies and implement its policy of repressron.

That means that the working class must go forwsrd in united ranks to defend its
buying porpet by putting forward unifying objectives through its own methods of
struggle and otganisation, defending the autonomy of its union organisation, and
thus taking charge of the defence of all the interesti of all the workers and under
privileged.

- For a price freeze for basie products !

- No to the austerity plan! For a policy of full employment !

- For indexinS of wages to pdces on the basis of the union index!
- For unrestricted heedom of organisation, erapresaion and the press!

- For a geneEl anmesty !

The Chamber of Deputies, which is or y a rubber.stamp body and was not
democmtically elected, wholeheartedly defended decisions ofthe government ght
to the very end, despite the violent opposition of the population. It should be de.
nounced and its dissolution demanded.
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FRANCE

'We witt not accept dn!, redundancies' (DR)

Gar workers bitter stru
for jobs at centre
of politbal scene

ggle

Since the election of Francois Mitterrand at the head of a Socialist Party/
Communist Party govemment on May 10, 1981, the most significant iin-
dust-rial strqggles in France have been in the car plants of the Siine valley.
_ The car industry is one of the biggest in France. The Talbot plant-at
Poissy, site of the latest and most-determined strugsle. has mo-re than
16,000 workers. It is owned by the PSA group, comprising Peugeot,
Talbot ald Citroen, which is the largest car firm iir the iountiy, ant iti
largest privately-owned company.

The previous carworkers struggles, which have taken place in a series
of waves since November 1981, were stimulated by a new feeling of con-
fidence, particularly among the immigrant workers, as a result of the left
victory in the elections. These struggles took up questions of pay, work-
hours and the right to organise in the workers unions rather than the com-
paqy unions belonging to the CSL (Confederation des Syndicats Libres
- Confederation of Free Trade Unions).

Although the current general trend in France is towards a drop in trade.
union membership, the two major trade-union federations, the Socialist
Party.associated CFDT and the CP.led CGT won significant numbers of
new members from these struggles, particularly where they gave a lead to
the militancy of the workers.
_, The latest_ struggle at Talbot Poissy focused on the protection of jobs.
Under tle Mitterrand govemment unemployment has risen relatively
slowly. However, over the next period it is eipected to rise dramatically.
The employers' journal les ,Echos recently estimated that between mid-
1983 and mid-1984 some 200,000 jobs would be lost, including several
thousand in the car industry both at Citroen and Peugeot, and in the
n ationalised car firm Renault.

These job losses are justified on the grounds of 'overstaffing'. The
French media has coined the term 'degraissge', 'getting rid of the fat' as a
euphemism for redundancies.

Philomena O'MALLEY

The struggle at Talhot Poissy started in
July 1983 when the company announeed
that 10,000 jobs had to go.

The struggle came to an end in Jan-
uary 1984 after a militant strike that re-

vealed the bitter division between the
CGT and the CFDT in the plant - a major
cause of the failure of the strike; the
determination of the immigrant worke$
- who compdse 53 per cent of the work-
els in the plant - to fight to protect
their jobs; and the class collaborationist

volved only quite late on. The absence of
tnde-union and politicat forces from the
worke$ movement opeued the way for
the influence of these Isalmic groups to
grow.

Thus it falls on the workers political
and union organisations to change their
attitude and understand that defence of
the exploited masses demands a clear po-
sition on these vital economic questions.
Such an orientation can only be a genenl
denunciation of the govemment and the
demand for the droppilg of these meas-
utes.

These struggles should not be only
waged by the plebeian masses in daily
revolt against poverty, In fact, they link
up with the struggte of the union to
preserve buying power, and the rejection
of all forms of austerity policies or any
social pact that the bourgeoisie wants to
extract from the UGI'T leadenhip.

These popular explosions against price
rises are the continuation, on another ter-'
min, of the 1983 workers struggles for
the renewal of collective agrcements.
These struggles were often victorious,

The necessary alliance between the
union militants who represent an impor-
tant force. and the pauperised layers in
the towns and country, is the only way to
open the road to the overthrow of the
Bourguiba regime that h8s been in power
since Tunisia became independent.

Finally, the international workers
movement must show its solidality.
Ttades unions and parties must uncondi-
tionally support the demands of the
Tunisian masses.

In France in particular, the reaction of
the workers movement parties and union
organisations has been lamentable. The
Mitterrand govemment sent a message of
sympathy to Habib Bourguiba, and has
banned any solidarity demonstntions.
Even Giscard d'Estaing did not dare to do
that in January 1978, or at the time of
the Gafsa riots in 1980-

The French Socialist Party does not
Iook kindly on the destabilisation of re-
gimes that are pillars of its neocolonial
policy, and has thus refrained from any
comment. The Communist Pafty -
caught between support for its sister
party in Tunisia and its desire to demon-
strate its 'responsibility' in government -
has not taken any initiative.

The Ligue Communiste Revolution-
naire, (LCR - Revolutionary Communist
League) IYench section of the Fourth
Intemational, has thus been the only or-
ganisation in France to join with hun-
dreds of Tunisians in the streets in de-
manding:

- The definitive dropping of the
Bourguiba-Mzali govemment's economic
measures;

- Support for the sl,ruggles to main'
tain buying power and against austerity
policies;

- Lnmediate freedom for all those
still imprisoned;

- Unconditional introduction of de-
democratic freedoms;

- Down with the plans dictated by
the IMF. I
10



attitude of the SP-CP government which
inte ened in the struggle in the interests
of the management.

The actions of the two different
unions in the strike revealed that the de-
cision by the CFDT to take a verbally
more critical stance of the govemment,
combined nith the activity of a local
union led by the CFDT left opposition,
enabled it to make gains orcr the CGT
who stuck to the line oftheir last congress
held in July 1982. There they decided to
work for the ratio[alisation and profit-
ability of French industry, avoiding
'waste' and calling on the workers to 'buy
French'. In this particutar struggle this
led to the CGT leaders emphasising the
need to 'presene the trademark Talbot',
to prevent foreign industry 'ovemrnning
the country', Therefore they were pre-
pared to lose jobs if that meanl, 'saving
Tslbot'.

The CFDT on the other hand had
realised after the elections for the social
security management boads in Nolember
1983 thdt those unions closely linked
with the government (CGT, CFDT) had
doae wone than the others and had thus
decided to make a verbal left tum,

Whe[ management proposals were
revealed in JuIy 1983 the response of the
unions was unified. A massive one day
strike took place on July 21.

Uos,eYer, when in October the gov-
emment in consultation with the Talbot
management accepted 4,510 early !e-
tirements, and demanded a'social com-
pensation' of fu$her redundancies, the
CGT considered this a victory.

A month later, on November 21, the
Peugeot $oup management asked for
gorcrnment approval for 2,905 redun-
dancies. The 'social compensation' in
this proposal covered priority re-employ-
ment for rcdundant Talbot workeE in
the region aud free retraining.

At the beginning of December it was
head that these proposals had been ac-
cepted by the government. There was an
immediate reaction by the workers. On
December 7 the CFDT in the plant de-
nouuced the proposed redundancies and
called for industrial action. The CGT
called for a one-day strike the following
day. The strike started when the night
shifi came in on December 7.

Over the next \,reek the strike con-
tinued, the factory remained paralysed,
and the CFDT and CGT declared theA
opposition to any redundancies. The
SP-CP govemment met among themselves
and with the PSA management, while re-
fusing to make any official statements.

On Thusday December 15 Peugeot
decided that the 'presence of the work-
force is pointless' and that 'the factory
will be ctosed from Monday', in effect
a lock-out. Despite this threat the CGT
and CFDT decided to continue nith an
occupation of the factory. The follow-
ing day the local CGT official stated,
'We are ready to restart work at any time
from the start of negotiations on the
basis of no redundancies.'

On Saturday December 17 an agree-
ment \ras announced bet\a'een the goy-

ernment and the PSA management.
There would be 1,905 redundancies
and added to the 'social compensation', '
at a later point would be a payment of
20,000 francs for immigant workers to
return to their country of origin.

Pierre Mauroy, the SP prime min-
ister, who had taken pe$onal charge of
the negotiations, thus making the govern.
ment directly responsible, considered this
'a happy and satisfactory outcome', The
secretary of the CGT metalworkers
federation Andre Sainjon, caled it 'a
not negligible gain'.

The reaction of the workers was ex-
pressed through the statement of the
CFDT at Talbot which declared, 'The
struggle must continue so that all re-
dundancies are rejected. The strike in
the factory must be stepped up from
Monday.' The worke$ at the plant on
Sunday did indeed reject the agreement.
That evening the CGT caUed for a strike
on Monday to force the management to
discuss the measures in the agreement.
On Monday December 19, the CFDT
called for the formation of strike commit-
tees while Sainion stated that 'the [fac-
tory] occupation is not necessary at the
moment.

From this point the simmering divi-
sions between the CFDT and the CGT in
the plant became open warfare, The CGT
denounced as 'irresponsible' the CFDT
leaders locally who were for continuing
the struggle, and aided the bourgeois
media in portraying the stdke$ as a
handful of'extremists', stirred up by
'outside agitatoE - always a favoudte
slander against militant workers.

The response of the CGT leadeE [o-
cally to the government agrcement, that
there would not be redundancies, Ilot be
worken 'thros,n onto the street', that
thanks to the agreements on retraining
and rehiring there would be only 'de-
partures from the factory' did not stand
up well, against those of the CFDT and
worken in favour of continuing the strike
that 'In seven days on strike we cut out
1,000 redundancies. With another two
weeks we would ha!re a chance of getting
rid of the other 2P00.' (Jean-PieEe
Noual, local CFDT leader).

This reaction caused confusion and
dissension among the CGT members.
However, at the same time the CGT hsd
the credibility of being far and away the
maiority union in the plant - the last
elections held gaye it 45 per cent as
opposed to 8 per cent for the CFDT -
and as the union that led the strike at the
sister plant of Citroen Aulnay.

The occupation of the plant continued
while the individual redundancy notices
were sent out on December 20 and dis-
cussions continued among the workers on
how to continue the struggle. Dudng this
period it became clear that a dissident
curent existed within the CGT - partic-
ularly among the immigrant workers.

On December 30 the tactory occupa-
tion was declared iUegal and the fol-
lowing day the CRS ot police were sent
to clear the plant and management
announced that work would restart on

Monday January 2.
The management then sent individual

letters to the worke$ that had not been
made redundant calling them back to
work. The strict control over the entry
of workers to the plant on the moming
of January 2, with the police, the CSL
membeB and the mangement out in
force, was not able to ensure a peaceful
retum to u'ork and an attempt by a large
number of stdking workers to enter
without their individual passes finally
forced the factory to be closed down
once agai[ until the next day.

Ol,er the following days the workers
re-entered the factory although the
strikers grew in number over the filst
few d8ys, gathering in the B3 shop where
the shike was based to discuss and or-
ganise. Frcm this base the workers wentr
out to the other parts of the factory, dis-
cussing and convincing workers to join
the strike for'zero redundancies'. During
these days there were several violent con-
flicts between the strikers and the CSL,
including yicious racists attacl$ on the
immigrant workeE.

Throughout the struggle the CFDT
took initiatives in organisation, the 'stdk-
ers card' that workers filled in to declare
that they were strikers, daily mass meet-
ings, rotas for the occupation and picket
lines, post cards of solidarity to be sent
by workers aud unionists from all over
FYance to show theirsupport. On January
3 the CFDT and CGT dissidents called ior
a stdke committee. In one morning 400
workers signed up as candidates for this
committee-

Thoughout the strike the Ligue Com-
muniste Revolutionnaire (LCR - French
section of the Fourth Intemational) play-
ed an active role in building support for
the Talbot worken struggle. Through the
leading rcle of comrades in the local
CFDT they aryued to win support for the
line of 'zero redundancies' and h struggle
to the end', The weekly newspaper
Rouge gaye consistent coverage including
eyewitness reports from inside the plant,
articles discussing what $'as at stake for
French worke$, the bosses, the govern-
ment and the unions in the struggle, and
the flght for workers solidarity.

However, despite the militancy of
workers in Tatbot, despite the solidarity
and support they received from many
unions and workers elsewhere, the div-
isions between the two trade unions and
the isolatioo of a struggle that was a test
for the whole of the working class in
France meant that the strike came to an
end although the CFDT workers contin-
ued to state that 'the struggle will con.
tine'.

Other bastions of the industrial work"
ing class in France will face the same test
in the months to come, major job loss is
projected in engineering, coal mines, the
shipyards and steel. The proposal to cut
3,000 jobs at Talbot provoked a militant
Etrike and forced a cut of one third in the
proposed redundancies. What response
will the proposed 200,000 other jobs to
be lost provoke? I
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SPAIN

iective of the two tendencies was to give
impetus to a revival of the PCE as a force
in electoral potitics and in the mass
movement.

Both tendencies knew that in order to
accomplish that, the pafty has to capital-
ize on the discontent with the PSOE goy-
ernment among elements that want more
mdical policies. However, both Igtesias
and Carrillo are ftmly committed to a
generally reformist line, little different
from that followed by the PCE in the per-
iod of tmnsition to parliamentary rule.

The PCE needs to demonstnte some
renewed vitality in order to stop the
bleeding split of militant workers from
which the party has been suffering for
some time. Moreover, in particular, it has
to keep a larye left element from being
attracted to the Communist Unity Con-

gress. The party has also to rebuild its
strength among layen of professionals
in order to be able to present a more
attnctive broad electoral image.

Within the fmmework of these com'
mon concerns, the main debates be-
tween the two tendencies in the congress
developed around the balance sheet of
the Ttansition and the PCE'S policy after
19?9, the characterization of the PSOE
govemment and what sort of opposition
to conduct toward it, end the kind of
palty they want to build. lThis tast point
involves ideological definitions, relations
$,ith the larious social movements, deal-
ing with internal differences, as well as
retations with the USSR and the other
Communist parties,

NonetheleEs, on all the questions I
have just cited, the political and organiza-
tional differences were not clarified, at
least not sufficientty to justify the vio-
lence of the conflict between the two
tendencies. The differences are more
comprehensible in terms of a power strug-
gle in the party and maneuve$ by the
two tendencies to gain support for that
purpos€.

For the sake of this game, Carrillo
tried to present himself as a left opposi-
tion to lglesias. He stres6ed the danger
of a coup, criticism of the PSOE govem-
ment and the need for strong opposition
to it. This left talk, which sounded funny
coming from him, fitted in with his at-
tempt to gain suppod among the rank-
and-file worker members.

Many of these rank-and-file worker
communists waut a more left policy, and
sections of them could be attracted by
Ignacio Gallego's alternative and the Com-
munist Unity Congress. To avert that,
Canillo did not hesitate to give a pro-
Soviet turn to his intemational positions.

On the other hand, Carrillo made no
criticism of all of the social pacts that
have been accepted one after the other.
This was precisely because that is one of
the fundamental themes the PCE,s
working-class ranlc could ndicalize
around, ard this would harc immediate
pmctical consequences.

Carrillo's inability to offer a consistent
criticism ftom the left enabled Iglesias
to ptay the same game of talking out of
the left side of his mouth, to keep Car-
rillo from stealing the thunder of the
"left tum." IIe stepped up his critic-
isms of the PSOE and has made trips to
Portugal and Cuba. At the same time,
he raked up Carrillo's rightist past and his
clashes with the USSR.

Iglesias obviously thought that the
question of the party was his strongest
point. Thus, he talked about intervening
in the social movements, about collective
methods of work and normalizing differ-
ences in the party, He put a lot of stress
on the appeal to those who wanted
change to retum to the pady. But he
did not neglect the critical element on
the left who might feel attncted to the
Communist Unity Con$ess. He promised
that the PCE would be a democratic
party that would respect the right to have
difference,

Another round in the
of the Communist

CNSIS

Party

After being by far the strongest force in the clandestine opposition to the
Franco dictatorship (at least on the all-Spain level), the Sp-airish Commun-
i* Pl"ty has been more and more- marfunalized iince ,,The Ttansition,"
that is, the return to parliamentary demoiracy in lg75-77.

. The fading of the CP first became evident in the parliamentary elec.
lions of June 1977, when it was outdistanced by the Social Dem6cratic
PSOE. One of the reasons for this was that the CP leaned over backwards
to accomodate the Francoist government in the period when it was pre-
padng The Tlansition.

. Since 19f7, the CP has been in steady decline. In the elections last year
that brought a PSOE government to pbwer, it was reduced to an aLioii
insignifieant position on the all.Spain livel.

- The- discontent among the militant working-class base of the Cp has also
been fed by the party's support for the various social pacts that it has
entered into, along with the PSOE. These amounted tb a surrender tothe bosses by the workers parties and trade-union orqanizations at the
very time the economic crisis hit, reducing the livins st=andards and level
of employment of the workers disastrously.

Since in this period, the leadership of the Cp. headed bv Santiaso
Carrillo was identified with a liberal, or Eurocommunist lin;, the ie?t
opp,osition tended to tle c-aptured by Statinist fundamentalist; harking
back to the "good old days."

The con.flict came to be centered in the United Socialist party of Cata-
lonia (PSUC), the CP's affiliate in Catalonia, which is where tfie Cp has
its greatest strength. In this area in particular. a lot of opoositionists left
the pa4!a and oriented toward the formation of a ne* iirtv. The Con.
gress of Communist.Unity. formed a new philo-soviet ,.C6mriunist party;,
on January 15, unanimously electing Ignaiio Gallego general secretarlr. '

-After last year's elections, Canillo was obliged to give up the leadership
of the pa{y, but he quickly organized a fidht aga'inst the new generil
iegre^tg{y, Gerardo Iglesias. The fbllowing article analyzes the outc6me of
this fight at the CP's eleventh congress in mid-Deceriber, where Iglesias'
main resolution was passed by 8B6 to 326 with 2b ibstentiois, the
smallest majority in the party's history.

F. CRUELLS

Gerardo lglesias' victory in the Eleven-
th Con$ess of the Spanish Cp has by no
means marked the end of the party's long
crlsls.

Even the PSUC magazirle Tteball cot ld
not summon up much optimism:

"We do not want to be so naive as to
think that the tensions wi[ disappear
immediately, when in fact in the p;dod
preceding the congress we saw a tendency
toward geognphical consolidatior of the
d iffere nces. "

In this article,Iwill analyze the reasons
for the continuing crisis of the PSUC.

To explain the conflict between the
Iglesias and Carrillo tendencies in the
PSUC, it is useful to look at the bodv of
problems both face. The common ob-
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Words, hoxrever, are cheap. The ques-
tion of the party's attitude to religion can
be fuzzed over by mying simply that
it is Marxist in inspimtion. And Felipe
Alvaraz did not take any big risks by in.
viting Ignacio callego to rejoin the party.
But acts are something else.

Integlation of the left wing was limit-
ed to putting a single representative on
the Centml Committee, Antonio Romero,
who was surrounded by 109 representa-
tives of the two other factions. And the
differences are being "normalized" only
to the exteut that this enables the leader-
ship to get through congresses.

This is what CP leader trtancisco Pal-
ero had to say about it: "Would the pub.
lication of the various amendments make
this congress more demooatic? I don't
think so, because far from promoting de.
bate and synthesis, it would lead inevit-
sbly to polarization and division."

This original conception of democ-
racy pr:moted factional methods of de-
bate and lead to the strange situation
where Carrillo could represent himself
to the Eleventh Congress as a persecuted
dissident.

Undoubtedly Iglesias drew support
from the fact that no oppositionist
ha6 anything to hope for ftom Cardllo's
retum to the effective leadership of the
party. The friends of the "reformers"
have heard him say continually that he
would thro$, them out of the paty if
he got the chanc€.

PaIty members who sympathize with
the positions of Ignacio Gall€go are not
likely to forget that it was Carrillo who
led the offensive at the Fifth Congress of
the PSUC, which ended in splitting the
party down the middle.

The confused debate went hand in
hand with deep intemal diyision in the
PCE and an extnordinary violent dis-
cussion filled with mutual attacks. The
rcE has come out of thii congress with-
out a new split but with a climate of crisis
and internal warfare that it wiU be rcry
dif ticult to dissipate.

Ttying to build a teft altematiye to the
PSOE based on a reformist policy is a
difficult juggling opemtion. In fact, one
of the sources of the crisis of the PCE is
the lack of political space for two reform-
ist parties. On the other hand, there is
no sign of any letup in the intemal ten-
sions in the party. Carli o is too strong
and was to close to victory to let him-
self be pushed to the sidelines. More-
over, he cannot make an open compro-
mise with Gerardo Iglesias without a
large palt of his base becoming demoral-
ized or turning toward the Communist
Unity Congress.

On the other hand, Iglesias cannot be
cutent with his majority on the Central
Committee and the Executive Committee
as long as ten regional organizations (in-
cluding the one in Madrid and in the
Valencian country) are contrclled by
Carillistas who are only yraiting for him
to make the first misstep before launch-
ing a campaign against him.

The conclusion is obvious. The crisis
continues. f

Richard BISGAARD

Denmark is the only country iIl
Westem Europe lrhere it has been pos-
sible to get the popular maiodty against
the missiles reflected in the parliament.
This was accomplished here despite the
fierce opposition of the bourgeois
minority govemment.

In this sense the Danish campaign wag
the mo6t successful of the peace move-
ments of the various West European
governments in 1983.

Although there are no atomic weapons
stationed on Danish soil today and
Denmark has not accepted the 572 US
fi$t{trike missiles, it has been possible to
build a rcry brcad understanding of the
danger that these first-strike w€apons
represent.

Acrording to the surveys that haYe
beeu done by the peace movement,
70Vo ot the population are against the
missiles. That means that the opposition
goes deep into the ranks of those who
vote for the bourgeois padies.

On May 26, a resolution was adopted
mandating the govemment to demand
that the Geneva negotiations be extended
so that the US and the USSR could
achieye a solution. The s€ttlement it
called for consisted of a reduction of the

Soviet SS-20s sufficient to remotc any
reason for deploying the 572 American
missiles.

Likewise, the resolution demanded
that the Flench and British atomic wea-
pons be included in the negotiations, and
that prcparations for installing the new
missiles be halted during the negotiations.

Finally the resolution expressed sup-
port for all negotiations for a bilateral
freeze and orcIall reduction of all types
of nuclear weapons and delivery systems.

This resolution was completely ignor-
ed by Nato. So, on December 1,a second
resolution was passed mandating the gov-
ernment, in the December 10 Nato m.in.
isters meeting, to "decisively reject" de-
ployment of the first Pe$hing and Cruise
missiles, This resolution, moreover, call.
ed for Denmark not to pay a single
penny for these missiles.

So, the Danish peace movement can
note with some satisfaction that in gen-
erat the objective of its 1983 campaign
has been achieved.

This success was reflected not only in
the comments by Nato officials, who
lamented that Denmark had reduced it-
seu to the status of a "footnote nation,"
in the same league as Greenland,

It was reflected also in the sour coun.
tenance of Uffe Ellemann Jensen, the
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DENMARK

The missiles,
hidden issue in the elections

The Danish version of Thatcherism suffered a surprise setback in the Jan-
uary 10 general elections.

hemier Poul Schlueter had been expected to add another to a string of
electoral victories for the hardnosed right in Westem Eruope, following
Thatcher in Britain and Kohl in West Germany.

The same basis was there. Schlueter offered a consistent policy, and his
reformist left opponents did not. It was the Social Democrats in fact who
began the austerity drive, and then deliberately turned the wheel over to
the C,onservatives when the road got bumpy.

The parties to the left of the Social Demoerats, although they have a
greater weight in Denmark than anywhere else in northem Europe, did
not offer a credible altemative.
- Nonetheless, Danish voters did not reconcile themselves to swallowing

the bitter pill of a new and stronger Schlueter government.
_ The ruling four-party coalition increased its seats in the Folketing
ftom 65 to 76 but it still ended up 14 seats short of a majority.

The shift in the popular vote actually was very slight. The Social
Democrats dropped tuom 32,9Vo in 1981 to 3L,67o. "lhe Socialist People's
Party went from 11.37o to LL,57o; the Left Socialists from 2.7Vo to 2.6V".
The historically antimilitarist bourgeois party, the Radicals, went from
5.L% to 5.5Vo.

The main changes were in the spectrum of the right-wing parties.
Schlueter's Conserv"ative Party took a clearly dominant position on the
right, increasing its percentage of the vote ftom 14.5 to 23.4.

The Conservative Party's gains about dqualled the losses of its coali-
tion partner, the Center Democrats, and the radical right Progress Party of
antitax demagogue Mogens Glistrup. The Center Democrats dropped
from 8.3% to 4.6%, and the Progress Party from 8.9% to 3.67".

The following article was $ryitten before the elections. So, it reflects
the general apprehension that Schlueter would be yeinforced for a coun-
terattack against the peace movement. The result was the opposite.
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Danish foreign minister. He was obvious-
ly sick at the thought of having to pre-
sent "this dumb, absurd and completely
irresponsible" resolution to his friends in
Nato.

It can quite rightly be asked how a
government made up of the parties most
committed to Nato could agree to imple-
ment resolutions that sefiously conflict
with the key features of the Nato and US
plans for stepped-up armament. Why did
the government not resign instead of
y/aiting until December 15 before calling
new elections? And why did it choose to
do this over a question such as the fi,
nance bill?

The answer is easy. In all likelihood,
the government would lose if the main
issue in the election were stepped-up
nuclear armament and national security
policy.

By calling the election over the fi
nance bill, the government hoped to be
able to drown th€ missiles issue in a flood
of talk about low profits, the balance of
payments and the budget deficit. More-
over, there was a good chance this tactic
would work-

The polls are predicting a significant
adyance for the four-party bourgeois
govemment. The Conservatives, headed
by Premier Poul Schlueter, are expected
to double their vote, from 157o in the last
elections to abost g0%, just behind the
Social Democrats.

Of course, the other three governme[t
parties, the Venstre [Liberals], the Cen-
trum Demokraterne anil the Kristeligt
Folkeparti [Chistian People's Party] are
expected to drop somewhat. But the
Conservative gains should more than off-
set.

If the polls are borne out, the election
results vrill not only make it easier for the
bourgeois government to adllance its reac-
tionary incomes and austerity policy in
parliament. They v.ill also have effects
on the country's foreign policy and na-
tional-security policy.

Social Denocrats balancing act

The indications are that the four-
party govemment will be able to get an
absolute majority on these questions,
with the support of the thoroughly reac-
tionary Fremstridtsparti (hogress Party).

In this case, the majority against the
missiles iII the present parliament will be
transformed into a clear majority for
Nato's stepped up armament.

It is ullikely, however, that the bour-
geois govelnnent would openly throu,
out the tesolution on the missiles. That
would complicate their relations with the
sixth bourgeois party, the Radikale
Ve$ter, yr/hich supported Schlueter,s
antisocial economic policy in the last
parliament.

Because of their antimilitadst histor-
ical tradition, the Radicals always vote
against increases in military expenditues.
This natumlly put them on the side of
those opposing the missiles, although
they wavered time and time again and
performed the most amazing acrobatics
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to avoid putting the bourgeois go,vern-
ment on the spot for its total, uncritical
support of everything that came from
Nato and the US.

However, one thing is certain. If the
four-party government gets a majority,
alorg with the Fremskridtsparti, it witl
not lift a fitrger ro implement the mis-
siles resolution. And every attempt to
get Denmark to take an independent and
cdtical position toward the Nato arma-
ment schemes will be effectivety blocked.

The respo$ibility for this situation
falls mainly on the Social Democrats. In
the past period, on several occasions this
party had the opportunity to bloc with
the Socialistisk Folkeparti (SF, Socialist
People's Party, a group that has certain
similarities to the Benn cuEent in the
British Labour Party), the r/eristresocial-

isteln [Left Socialists, a left centrist
$oupl, and the Badicals to bing down
the gove[rment over national secuity
poticy.

But despite the fact that the Social
Democrats would certainly gain in an
election focused on the missiles issue,
they have deliberately tried to avoid
provoking an election on this question.

The reason for this is that the result of
such an election could make "broad
collabontion with the middleof-the-
road forces" impossible for several yeaN.
This would not only mean breaking up
the unity with the bourgeois parties on
the main points in Danish national secur-
ity policy that has preBiled since the
second \arorld war and the formation of
Nato. It would also mean such large gains
for the parties to the left of the Sociat
Democrats that they would no longer rule
out collaboration with the other worke$
parties.

Such a result would inevitably increase
the pressure from the tmde unions on the
Social Democrats to form a workers gov-
emment that would join with the rest of
the workers movement to fight for deep-
going reforms in the interest of the major-
ity of the population. That is, such a
development would increase the pressure
on the Social Democrats to break off
their collaboration with the bourgeois
padies.

To avoid getting into such a position,
the Social Democnts have staged a revolt,
ing show of parliamentary play-acting,
trying to balance between deferdng to
the growing peace movement and main-
taining their loyalty to Nato.

On the one hand, the Social Demo-
crats have declared that they oppose the
572 missiles. On the othet, they have
consistently refused to come out clearly
against the Nato Double-Ttack decision,

L ?e ebewhete in Ewope therc haue been mo{i prote

Likewise, they have declared that they
are against having nuclear weapons on
Danish soil "under any circumstances."
But at the same time, they ha!,e refused
to come out for decladng Denmark a nuc-
lear-free territory, not only in peace time
but also in times of crisis aud war. (1)

In the election campaign, the Danish
peace movemert mobilized aU its forces
to get citizens to vote for candidates op'
posed to the missiles, the question now
is how the morement will respond if the

These treaties m€aE that Da ish airtields
can be trdisfi,rmed ir two houE' time into op-
erational atomic bases flom which figtrters and
fishter bombeE trom the US or Britain could
launch a su$rise athck on the Sovjet Union.

This incr€ases the daDger that Denmark
cu be dragged into a war in whictr it has no
say or irt€rest. if fo! erample the US decides,
a a result of a conflict in the Middle East or
Central America. to put all its lorces ir Euope
and Nato as a whole otr the alert to lorce the
Soviet UDion to stop a[ aid to the liberation
movements in the third world.

1. The demand tbat Denmark be declared
nuclear t!ee. not iust in peacetnie but also in
time of cnsis and war has a great importance
because this would totaUy detach Denm&k
from Nato's nuclear strategy.

At the same time, achievirg this demed
would m€an throwing out the treati€s with the
US and Nato tbat pemit bdnging more troops
and aicraft hto Deomark in the event of so-
caled cdsis situations.

In sccordance wirh these treaties, this yea]
a }ong sedes of depots aDd bases a!€ b€ing built.
They ue for the 7O.OOO soldie4 ed 2OO air
craft that are alotted to Denmark as rlein-
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'tairct the mtuit€s (DR)

January 10 elections wipe out the results
that it struggled throughout 1983 to
achieve.

To answer this question, it is necessary
to look back at the experience of the
peace movement ovet the past tv/o yeals.
The secret of the Danish peace move'
ment's success lies iu its form of organ-
ization and in its exceptional ability to
maintain unity despite political dive$ity.

A multitude of peace Eoups have
grown up throughout the country. Since
the fall of 1982, the great majority of
these have affiliated to the "Iands-
kampagne Stop Atomraketteme" (Na-
tional Campaign To Stop the Nuclear
Missiles). Only goups belonging to the
Danish offshoot of END [European Nuc-
clear Disarmament, a third-camp peace

$oup started in Britain by E.P. Thomsonl
have refused in a sectarian way to ioin in
this united work. The reason they give is

that not enough attention is paid to the

"Eastern end of things."
Up until now that basis for the work

of the Landskampagne has been clear
and simple - to get a clear and unambig.
uous Danish rejection of the 572 missites.
That means that Denmark should not do
anything to help insta[ the missiles and
not pay a penny for this purpose, and
that it should do ercrything possible to
get the Double-Tnck Decision over-
turned.

On this basis of unity, clearly oppos-
ing the US's and Nato's plans for stepping
up armament, it was possible to mobilize
hundreds of thousands of people. Sercral
mass demonstrations were built. The
most recent was in Copenhagen on Oc-
tober 29, which brought out about a hun-
dred thousand people in the main Danish
city, Thoughout the country, between
150,000 and 200,000 people came into
the streets on that day to demonstrate
against the missites.

Success of the peace movement

At the same time, the peace movement
also began to penetrate deeply into the
labor movement. In contrast to 1982, a
long list of district councils and unions
sponsored the big demonstrations in
October. A number of actiye trade
unionists have oryanized the "Fagbevae-
gelse for Fred" ("Iabor Movement for
Peace"). And in other cities, a lot of
trade unions and even Social Democrat-
dominated district councils have affiliated
to local peace groups.

The best itlustmtiou of this develop-
ment was on November 22, when the
leadership of the Danish National Iabor
Council (Landsorganisationen - LO) felt
itself obliged, because of the pressure
from the membership, to foUow the ex-
ample of the West German National
Iabor Council (DGB). It called a five-
minute general sttike against the missiles,

The strike call was followed massively
in all the country's bigger cities. Buses
stopped, worke$ left the factories and
marched down the streets carrying big
banners, stopping traffice. The radio
stations transmitted the signal for the
stoppage. Public workers stopped $,ork.
And in the schools and other educational
institutions people took admntage of the
occupation to discuss peace and the arms
race.

In a few sho minutes, this action
showed the enormous power the organ-
ized labor movement has. Not only is it
able to bring society to a total standstill
but it is also able to dmw behind it broad
tayers of the general population, when it
shows decisiveness and the will to use its
power to back up its demands.

For the peace movement, this action
should be a textbook example of why it
is necessary to orient to the labor move-
ment. However, in large sections of the
peace movement there is a clear tendeney
to put the emphasis instead on drawing
more and more bourgeois forces into
peace work.

Not suprisingly, it is in particular
activists from the pro-Moscoq. Danish

Communist Party [Danmarks Kommun-
istisk Parti - DKPI and from the CP-
dominated peace olganization, the Samar-
bejdskomite for Fred og Sikkerhed
[Committee for United Work for Peace
and Securityl that are pushing in this
direction.

This is not because the CPers are
against involving the unions in peace
work - to the colltrary. This is just sup-
posed to be something that the peace
movement should not get involved in.
They say it should be left entirety to the
active unionists to spread the fight for
peace in th€ labor movement.

In the peace movement, on the other
hand, the CPers argue that the task is to
maintain the breadth of the movement
and to try to bring in new elements -mainly bourgeois or petty-bourgeois
forces - into a growing people's front for
peace,

This conception follows from the line
the CPers are pursuing in the peace move-
ment. For example, a section of the lead-
ing people were against calling on the
peace movement to participate in the Oc-
tober 4 demonstmtion against Scbleuter
organized by the trade-union movement.

The CPers' argument was the follo\tr-
ing: There are a lot of people in the
peace movement who vote for the bour-
geois parties. And they will be frightened
off if we call on them directly to bring
dow[ the missile government,

At the same time, the CPers did not
do rcry much either to get the peace
movement to mobilize against the
Reinforcement treaties (see footnote 1)
or to try to make the connection between
the antiimperialist struggle and the fight
for peace in Europe.

Behind this line there lies a general
conception of the peace movement's
function and tasks. For the DKP, the
peace mor€ment is not a movement to
get results here and now but one to facil-
itate diplomatic victories for the Soviet
Union.

DKP makes negotiations main axis

Therefore, the DKP activists in the
peace movement have stfive! systemat-
ically to change the original basis of the
Iandskampagne Stop Atomrakkerne.
Instead of keeping the movement focused
on the clesr demand for rejecting the
Nato missiles - regardless of the nego-
tiations in Geneva - the CPers have tried
to tie the peac.e movement to these talks,
This line has been expressed in slogans
such as "Giye the Genem Negotiations
Another Chance" or "Sincere and Honest
Arms Reduction Talks Now!"

Furthermore, the CPers tfied to make
the May 26 parliamentary resolution the
axis for all the activities of the peace
movemeut. This resolution was, of
course, an important victory for the
movement. But the resolution did not
amount to a clear rejection of the 572
missiles.

Instead of using this opportunity to
press the Social Democrats to go further,
the DKP activists stopped halfway. The
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peace moyement's task was suddenly no
longer to force parliament to heed the
demand of the people, but rather to get
broader support amoog the population
lor the position of the majority in parlia-
ment.

Finally DKP membe$ have proposed
making the demand for a freeze the main
one for the future struggle. The main
argument they use is that the installatiou
of the filst Nato missiles and the counter-
deployment of SS-21s, SS-22s and SS-23s
in East Germany and Czechosloukia
means a new situation in the peace move-
ment.

Therefore, the reasoning continues, we
should concentrate our forces on stop-
ping the arms race before it gets fully
underway. So, the peace movement
should agitate for a negotiated settlement
in Geneya leading to a reduction of nuc-
lear arms in Europe, for example on the
basis outlined in the May 26 parliamen-
tary resolution.

It was only strong criticism from the
SAP peace activists that kept this pro-
posal from being accepted at the confer-
ence of the Landskampagne in Fredericia
in mid-December.

The SAP activists argued that we
should not call for a freeze, that is, accept
the I Pershing II missiles and the 38
Cruise missiles aheady installed. We
should call for theL immediate removal.
And we should not make the question of
arms reduction dependent on the US and
the USSR being able to come to some
agreement behind closed doors in Geleva.
We should demand disarmament now,
starting in the West.

There was a certain receptivity to
these arguments among the 300 peace
activists at the conference. In any case,
the wolst features of the CP's proposal
were dropped.

establish a nuclear free zone in the Scan-
dinavian area.

As is obvious, the Iandskampagne pro-
gram is strongly influerced by the DKP'S
position. That is, the emphasis is put on
bilateral arms reduction through negotia-
tions, instead of on unilateral disarma-
ment in the West through political stdkes,
mass mobilizations and blockades of Nato
bases.

However, the decisive thing is not the
exact wording and the specific progam.
What is decisive is the dynamic in the
peace movement. Every rnobilization
against the missiles objectively opposes
impedalism, even if it is built on the de-
mand for bilateEt arms reduction.

Therefore, the main question is what
activities the Danish peace movement
undertakes. And here a number of prom-
ising proposals have been made.

First, there is a proposal to work with
the peace moyements in the other West
European countdes to conduct an alter-
native referendum on the missiles in the
period before the EEC elections in June
1984. This is an important proposal that
points the way forward toward greater
international coordination of the fight for
peace,

Another important proposal is the one
fo! contacting the West German peace
movement to investigate possibilities for

Program for peace

The new program adopted includes the
following demands:

1. Immediate cessation of the de-
ployment of new missiles in both the East
and West and removal of those that have
aheady been installed. That goes for
both the Pershing II and Cruise missiles,
as well as for the new Soviet missiles that
have been installed to counter them.

2. New negotiations to reduce the
number of nuclear weapons and molE
toward a Euope entirely free from
nuclear 'weapons.

3, Denmark must pursue an actile
policy for peace aimed at fostering dia-
logue and detente between East and
West.

4. The government and the parlia-
ment must take the following steps to
move toward making Denmark nuclear
free:

- Declare Denmark a nuclear free
area not only in peactime but also in time
of cdses and war.

- Take Denmark out of Nato's
nucleat planning group.

- Take initiatives to get the Scan-
dinavian countlies to work concretely to
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propagating the idea of simultaneous
monthly days of protest against the
missiles in all the West European coun-
tfies.

Besides this, the peace movement is
preparing for mass mobilizations on the
occasion ofthe tnditional Easter marches.
Additionally, a big peace conference is
to be held iu the spring.

In order to get rid of the missiles that
have been deployed in West Europe -
and therefore also the missiles in East
Europe - the labor movement has to
put all its weight behird the fight for
peace. That means that it has to take ac-
tion through political strikes.

The unions in West Germany, Den-
mark, finland and Betgium have already
shown the labor moyement's opposition
to stepped-up armament by waming
strikes of 5 to 15 minutes. The next step
is a one-day general strike against the mis-
siles throughout Western Europe.

The main task for the peace molement
in 1984 is to increase the collabomtion
between the peace movement and the
peace movement and the unions through-
out Western Europe, without being stop-
ped by any national borders. Only if the
opposition becomes so extensive that
potitical stability is threatened, can the
impedatst war-makers be forced to pull
back. f



NETHERLANDS

Herman PIETERSON

The change was brought about by a
seven-week-long confrontation between
the Christian Democmtic-Libenl govern-
ment headed by Ruud Lubbers on one
side and the public-workels union on the
other.

Since September, there had been
$umbling among the public service work-
en. And this is a very important sector in
the Netherlands. There are 700,000 pub-
lic service worken, plus another 500,000
workers whose wages and working condi-
tions are tied by law to those of the pub-
lic worke$. This is out of a total working
population of about 4 miUion.

This 1.2-million-strong sector includes
such important goups of workerc as

those at the power generaton, on the nil-
road, all the mass-transport workers and
those in the municipal services such as
garbage collectors and street cleaners, as
weU as the post, telecommunications,
customs and harbor-seNice workem. It
also includes, of course, teache$, the po-
lice and those working in the offices of
the various ministries and the provinces.

What prompted the confrontation was
a g.,Vo wage cut. Under the pressure of
the public worke$ actions, this cut was re-
duced at an early 6tage by 0.57o. On
December 14, parliament passed a law to
meet this agreement. But, although the
dfuect result of the October, November
and December actions thus seems very
small, it would be wrong to talk about a
clear defeat.

Tlansport workers take lead

The tems of the conflict were already
eyident in October. The government
showed in an initial round of negotia-
tions on October 5 that it was not ready
to make any concessions to the union
representatives. Proyocative statements
by Bietkerk, the Liberat minister of the
interior, provided the match that set the
powder alight.

On October 17, the railroad workers
in Amsterdam started it going with work-
to-rule actions (this was three weeks
ahead of the plans of the union leader-
ship). The rest of the country follow-
ed. The local bu6 services started rotat-

ing strikes. The other public service
worke$ also staged a couple of actions.
(Bus and rail workers belong to the trans-
port union, other public service workers
to the big civit senice union.)

The escalation of the actions can be
dated from November 2. The second
rcund of negotiations brought a limita-
tion of the wage cut to 37o. But that was
as far as the goverlment was prepared to
go. The negotiators for the state said that
they were bound by the a$eement on
which the ruling coalition is based. And
that was that.

Within five days the most important
actions were underway. The milway
wotkers went from work"to-rule actious
to region-by-region rot{ting strikes. The
post was paralyzed by strikes at the sort-
ing centers and by the postal drivers.

The customs worke$ started work-to-
rule actioos, which led in particutar to
major delays for truck tmffic. In Amster-
dam and Rotterdam, the sanitation work-
en went on strike. At the same time,
other municipal seryices started rotating
actions. In Amsterdam public transpofi
stopped totally frve times for a moming
or a day. In Rotterdam after a week the
tmnsport workers started an unlimited
strike.

In a number of other places also, other
public services conducted various forms
of actions. In all, tens of thousands of
people \irere directly involved in the ac-
tions.

To be sure, the numbers of actual
stdkers were kept down by the tactic of
rotating strlkes and strikes at key points,
s,hich made it possible for quite small
groups of strikers to parslyze enterpdses
and services.

Betrreen November 18 and 21, the
strikes went into a third phase. A judge
ordered a third round of negotiations. In
the first plac€, the Algemene Centrale
van Overheids Penoneel (ACOP), the
civil service union belonging to the Fed-
eratie Nederlandse Vakbeweging (FNV -
Dutch Federation of Trade Unions, the
Social Democmtdominated federation of
unions), seemed to be becoming isolated.

A cpmpromise proposal was rejected
by the ACOP. but the Christian union
and the two light-wing unions of higher

fuuctionades continued to discuss it all
night long.

After a sleepless night, even these two
consen?tive unions proved unable to
reach an agleement with the government.
Lubbers' hard line had brought the four
unions together.

Finaly, it was a combination of attri"
tion and court injunctions that brought
the actions to an end. In particular, when
the postal workers and the R.otterdam
city $,orkeB were ordercd back to work,
the public workers unions suffered a hatd
blow. The reiteration by the Liberat and
Chistian Democratic majority in partia-
ment that they would continue to sup-
port the govemment also did not offer
much hope. Between December 2 and
December 9, most of the actions were
ended.

The reasons for failure
Hov,/ could a struggle with such mass

support be ended in this way? And why
v/as it practicaUy only the public worke$
union that went into action?

Sincs the formation of the Lubbe$'
govetnment in November 1982, the old
days rvhen this country was supposed to
be an "oasis of social harmony" ha!€
been fading fasi. But. overall. the union
movement remained very much oriented
to negotiating in the frame\rrork of the
tdpartite bodies (labor, goyernment and
employers) that abound in this country.
The Erious strike waves that hit the
Netherlands in the early 1970s hardly
affected this tmditional attitude.

When the cdsis set in in earnest in
1980, it led to a tougher austerity govern-
ment here in the Netherlands as well.
That is what the Lubbe$' government
represents,

Because of an unfavorable relation-
ship of forces in patliament and the reac-
tions by the ullion movement to attacks
on the worke$'gains in 1977, 1980 and
1982, neither the Christian Democmtic-
Liberal coalitious that ruled the country
in 1977-81 and 1982 nor the Christian
Democntic-Social Democtatic coalitions
that govemed in 1973-1977 and 1981-
1982 were able to push the austerity
ddYe very far.

Nonetheless, since 1979 real wages in
the Netherlands have declined by 8% in
industry and by between l6Vo and 20Vo in
the public sector. But this did not solve
the country's serious fiscal problems, for
a number of reasons. Fi$t of aU, up to
1982 the number of persons employed in
the public senices rose steadily. Second-
ly, through a complicated mechanism the
evolution of wages in the public sector is
linked to that in industry. Of cou$e, this
system has beer breached ftom time to
time, which explains how wages could fall
faster in the public sector. But the sys-
tem as such remains in force. Thitdly,
social-$,elfare expenditures have increased
enormously as a consequence of unem-
ployment. In this respect, the Nether-
lands leads the Common Market, with a

Fighting experience
for public workers -

Pyrrhic victory for
hard-nosed government

"There is very little either Christian or democratic about the Christian
Democratic Party." (1) "One thing is clear, this government has to go."

When you hear talk like that at a Dutch union meeting, it means that
something is going on. But when you hear these and many other such re-
marks at a meeting of the Christelijke Federatie van Overheidspersoneel
(CFO - Christian Federation of Government Employees), you can talk
about a new political situation in the country.

1. In the Netherla.nds. the Christian Demo-
cmtic Party is a fusion of Protestant and
Catholicpoliticalolcanizations. Iv.
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17% unemployment rate.
It was impossible to pursue a severe

austerity offensive ard at the same time
keep up the complex system of social
partnership. But the previow govern-
ments proved unable to mount frootal
attacks on it.

It is the Lubbers' govemment precisely
that has taken on the goal of dismantling
this system.

Ia what is presented as a "no non-
serue" cabinet, the leade$ of the two big
bourgeois parties have worked out a
complete program for demolishing the
social welfare system and eliminating
social expenditures. In every test, the
padiamentary majority seems to have
giyen the government very nearly a blank
check.

Politicaly the Lubbers' government
has not had an easy time of it. Obvious-
ly, an austerity program of this sort also
hrrms the interests of a lot of Cbristian
Democratic supporters. Thus the golern-
ment's relations with the 350,000-mem-
be! Christian union federation (Christelij-
ke National Vakverbond, CNV) ale al-
ready not the best,

Moreover, a considerable number of
those v,/ho vote for the Christian Demo-
Gatic Party (the Christen Democratisch
Appel - Chistian Democratic Appeal,
CDA) are pensionen, and so were hit as
hard as the public service workers by the
lVo cut.

The government's operation as a whole
is supposed to produce savings of 10.5
billion guilde$ (roughly 3.5 to 4 billion
US dola$) at the expense of the pubtic
workels.

Thee of these ten billion guilders are
supposed to come from a reduction in
the number of jobs. The 3% wage cut is
supposed to have another 2 billion. That
means that in the coming year still more
stringent measures are going to be need-
ed to save the remaining 5.5 billion.
More wage cuts are, thus, inevitable.

Recently, the govemment has floated
a draconian plan for social cutbacks. It
is supposed to go into effect on July 1,
1984, but it will probably be imple-.
mented in stages spread out over a yearl
and a half. This plan is designed to cut
back social spending by another 1070. It
is, moreover, another step toward a total
reyision of the system of social spending,
which in tum \ ould result in new and
drastic cutbacks.

Lubbers is not altogether crazy. So,
the govemment has drawn up an overall
plau involving cuts in taxes and social in-
surance payments that will favor workeB
in industry in 1984. It needs to play the
public and priyate sectors off against each
other to get the political room to launch
further attacks on the living standards of
$'orking people. In fact, about 180,000
minimum-wage workers in the pdmte
sector were also hit by the 37o wage cut.

The goyernment has been able to
create divisions. The tendency has al-
ways been to iook on public worke$ as
people who are paid too much for doing
too Uttle. Declining wages in industry
have fostered en!5/ against the suppos€d
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adva[tages of public workers.
The fact that wages have been harder

hit in the public sector is very little
knowu. The ryage differentials that ex-
isted before and the relatively small lay-
offs in the public servic:es up till now have
strengthened the impression among indus-
tdal worken that public workers are
well off.

Of course, this is prccisely where the
unions had an important role to play in
informing the worke$ of the real situa-
tion. The next largest union, the Indus-
triebond-FNv [which includes most in-
dustrial workers] delibemtely neglected
this task. It formslly supported the pub"
lic workers. But in its pape4 ZIN, get-
elous space sras atlotted to opponents of
the stdkes. Moreover, the union leader-
ship did rot bother to corect any of
these statements or reply to them.

The FNV (which has about a million
membels) as a whole supported these
actions as a matter of course because they
were against cutbacks. But no proposals
for organizing concrete solidarity were
forthcoming. In many cas€s, this kind of
solidarity had to be orgadzed against the
opposition of the FNV. The isolation of
the public sector, which natumlly came
u[der heayy fire from the bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois forces and the media,
did not make it any easier to car4/ out
the actions,

There is a constant threat of division
between the various unions as well.
There are two big labor federations in the
Nethedands, plus a number of smaller
independent unions.

In the public worke$ actions, this
meant that in addition to the FNV and
CNV unions. two small right-wing unions
yr/ere also involved, the CMHA (Centrale
Middelbare en Hogere Ambtenaren -
Federation of Middle and High Level
Public Serwnts) and the AC (Ambten-
aren Centra - Civil Serrrants Union).

Only the FNV unions went out on
strike, although the CNV unions often
partieipated in the actions. The two
smaller groups were involved only in the
negotiations. Time and time again they
seemed ready to make a deat with the
govemment ahead of the FNV union6,
but finally the govemment's hard line did
not permit this.

Thirdly, the forms of action adopted
had their limitations. The pinpoint
strikes did make it possible to paralyze
large sections of public services and enter-
prises at minimal expense to the unions'
strike funds. But this method was an
obstacle to extending the actions. It was
precisely in the tast phase of the strike
that this problem became clear, when
court orders were sufficient to stop the
decisive actions.

Lastly, from the beginning the polit-
ical stakes of the actions were not clear-
ly understood. The union leaderchips
apparently thought that they could get
some more concesions by a show of
force. By November 2, it was ctear that
this was not so. But the union tactics
remained tied to this orientation.

If the actions had won any real success,

this would have led directly or indirect-
ly to the fall of the govemment. Neither
the Chdstian Democrats nor the Lib-
erals wanted to run that risk, in partic-
ular since they faced the possibility of
defeat in early elections. The polls in-
dicate that the Social Democrats would
make big gains and the gorcrnment par-
ties would lose their majodty.

The most important development in
this strike is that tens of thousands of
people participated in actions for the
fiEt time. Before this there was scarce-
ly any strike tndltion among public
workers, except in mass transport ard
certain municipal seruices. No\tr when the
government makes the next round of cut-
backs it will have to face a very vride-
spread readiness for action on the part
of the public worke6.

The public workers unions have
grown both in terms of members (the
largest civil service union gained more
than 10,000 members) and activists. Al-
though a lot of the leaders are politically
inexperienced, they continue to enjoy
considerable confidence among the mem-
bership, especially in the case of the Ab-
vakabo, the main FNV union for the pub-
lic sector.

The actions were stopped by court
orders that banned further stdkes. There
was a lot of grumbling among the ranks,
but most of them did aot feel that their
leaders had let them down.

The defeat the public workers suffer-
ed in this round of cutbacks can, thus, be
attributed to the politicat inexperience of
most public q/orkers. The courts have
long been regarded as sacred. Now a
whole series of decisions have made it
crystal clear hov,/ judges act i]l big ctass
conflicts, And the previous respect for
the courts is fading. But this proeess
takes time,

Some of the court decisions were
quite significant. Although there is no
formal strike ban, everywhere that the
actions had a real effect the judges ban-
ned further strikes. This is an ominous
sign. The courts banned strikes at the
same time that they recognized the for-
mal right to strike of public employees
(except for the police). This sort of
reasoning, thus, could be apptied to in-
dustdal as well as public worke$,

It was against this open class justice
that the stdkes at key-points stmtegy
proved particularly ineffective.

The Nethertands has seen other such
strike bans. In the engineering industry
on more than one occasion banned strikes
have been continued by elected action
committees.

Such action committees also played
an important role in this strike. The cen-
tral decisions were left to the unio[ lead-
enhip. But the committees had a say in
the forms of action, about the most
effective way of paralyzing the key point
selected for a stdke,

In vievy of this success, it can be ex-
pected that in subsequent actions such
committees will again be called upou to
play a role. Thus, the means is at hand
for continuing stdkes in the face of court
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injunctions,
In the coming montl$ there should be

many discussions in the public workers
unions. The most important questions
are what attitude to take toward the
courts and the policy of pinpoint strikes.

The Socialistiese ArbejdeK Partij (Soc-
ialist Workers Party - SAP), Dutch sec-
tion of the Fourth Internationat public-
ized its ideas on these questions dudng
the stfikes through laqe$cale leaflet
distIib utio ns.

Where possible, the SAP members
played an active role in the action com-
mittees and worked in particular to build
solidarity between the public and prilate
sectors. In Amsterdam, for example, this
led to the issuing of joint leaflets by lead-
ing unionists in rious unions and to a
common demonstration. The SAP's pro-
posals for working toward a general strike
of the public sector wele generally well
received.

This warc of strikes is the second big
conftontation between the Lubbers' gov"
emment and the opposition. The first,
the fight against the CYuise missiles, is
not yet decided. In the second, the gov-
ernment won a material victory but one
that loolG likely to prove politically a
pyrrhic one.

Opposition to austerity is now wide-
spread in the union movement, A whole
sector that had been quiet has now gone
thrcugh an important experience in ac-
tion. And in larye sectio$ of the workers
movement, there is a climate of stlong
potitical opposition to the Lubbe$'
govemment, even in the Christian unions.

TNs does not mean that things are go"
ing to be easy in the union movement.
This government is determined to push
austedty, and so it is prepared for hard
confrontations.

In Jue 1984 we will face the final
decision on the Cruise missiles and a
first phase of a new offensive against soc-
ial spending, The need is more and more
clearly posed for ousting this govemment
and replacing it with a Social Demo-
crat govemment not tied to right-wing
coalition partnels.

Many thousands of people in the
unions are beginning to see this. At the
same time, we are seeing a process of dif-
ferentiation among \arious unions and in
various unions between different laye$ of
the apparatus. The most fight-wing
leadership, the one in the FNv Industrie-
bond is now facing opposition in its own
apparatus. Similar processes are going on
in other unions.

In the coming six months, we should
see important political developments ill
the Dutch labor movement. Discussion
should begin on the most important labor
contracts in industry, which will run out
on January 1, 1985. There is every in-
dication that the political stagnation that
has reigned in the labor movement since
the onset of the crisis in 1980 can be
brcke[.

The task of the revolutionary socialists
is to help to advance class-struggle an-
swels and to promote the development of
a militant left curent. I

The'big change"
for skilled workers -
new conditions and
new consciousness

By all accounts, 1983 was a good year for the bankers and business
p6ople, and not so good for workers and minodty groups.- Despite the higli rate of small-business balkruptcies and the constant
queasiiress in banling circles about insecure foreign inrre-stments, the US
r-uling class has beeri celebrating "a classical recovery" from the depths
of the recession that began in July 1981.

Jack MARSH

Corporate profits rose a whopping 40
percent in 1983 to an annual total of
227.2 btllion dollars and that's good
reason for cheering among those who get
the benefits.

Commerce Secretary Malcolm Batd-
ddge has said that the corporate prcfits
picture "reflects the vigorous pace of
economic $owth combined with stepped-
up gains in prcductivity and modemte
increases in wage rates."

This is the pattem that the employers
and their political representatives want to
see - rising productivity and low wages.
But the governmert economists admit
some dark spots, cautioning that the
future remsins (as always) uncertain. The
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big trouble ahead, they say, is gloq'ing in-
flation, rising interest rates, a federal
budget deficit for the current fiscal year
in excess of 200 billion dollars, an in-
creasingly unfayomble foreign-hade bat-
ance, a steady flo\tr at year's end of new
unemployment claims, and a constant
lengthening of the average work\treek.

For the employers themselves, lvho are
notoriously short sighted, the last two
items in this list - mass unemployment
and a longer '\,orkv,reek - are hardly a
cause for worry. In fact, this is music to
their ears - exactly the tune they are
calling.

But long-term unemplo),ment for an
estimated 7 to I million workers, com-
bined with a longer workweek and speed-
ups on the job, spells trouble for the
economy and greater social unrest in the
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near future, This is a potentially explo-
sive issue in the 1984 national elections.

Working people and minorities (in-
cluding women, who are becoming active-
ly aware of the economic exploitation
and discfimination they suffer) will not
look back on 1983 with the same glee as
their employers.

The worke$ have not prospered. For
them, the headlines about economic
recovery have an ironic dng. It costs
more to live today than a year ago. Mil-
lions have used up theL unemployment
insurance and are subsistirg on meager
welfare checks and food stamps. Many
who in better times acquired homes have
been dispossessed. The actual number
of unemployed remains over 10 million.

In the loo-million.strong workforce,
there is hardly anyone \trho does not have
a friend, former shopmate or relative
currently out of work, and in a lot of
cases they have been jobless for long
months and without any prospect of
work.

In some regions, such as the iron range
h Minnesota, the coal-mining areas of the
Appalachian mountains and the mill
towns in Pennsylvania, half the workforce
is unemployed,

This does not mean that there have
not been countervailing changes, ot that
many of the workers let go when auto
plants and steel mills closed have not
found other work. Some worke$ have
been called back in auto and in steel, al-
though fewer in the second case.

General Motors, for example, has re-
caled 75,000 laid-off workers. This giant
corpomtion now boasts of a big gain in
profits, and has announced that "the
American auto industry remains competi
tiye and able to provide secule, good-pay-
ing jobs." But the company has not
said anlthing about the ratio of jobs to
the projected increases in production.

The drive for competivity
One of the ways the auto industry

plans to remain competitive is through
"joint ventures and import agreements,,
with Japanese and other foreign produc-
ers. Gi{ has nearly completed a 300-mil-
lion-dollar manufacturing venture with
the Toyota Motor Corporation, and it
plans to reopen its Fremont, Califomia,
plant under the new joint management.

At the same time, in December GM
annouDced that 50,000 former employ-
ees remain on indefinite layoff. When
GM's robotized plants are in full opera-
tion, the number of cars produced is ex-
pected to break aU records, and the num,
ber of laid-off workers may also break
records.

- Workers returning to work this year
after long layoffs will find that the new
jobs they are called on to do will be very
different from the ones they teft when
their plants shut down. The old jobs are
gone forever, as iue many of the old
plants themselves.

The new jobs are combinations of the
old skilled trades. They tend to involve
monitoring and adjustiq the new auto-
mated assembly lines. And a new cate-
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gory of computer operators has been
created for the fully automated processes.

Many aspects of this have been written
about in the general press and economic
publications. But there have been few re-
ports about the concrete effects on the
worken themselves of this transformation
of industrial production. That is what I
propose to do here.

Millions of worke$ are now being re-
tnined under these new conditions of
work. and they are beginning to gain a
new understanding of their relationship
to production. This represents a new
stage in the education of the industrial
workforce.

Taken in its entirel,y, this question is a
very big one, I will approach it here
from from the standpoint of my exper-
ience as a worker in the Chicago area who

ficialdom did not understand what was
happeuing, aqd were incapable of doing
snything to prevent the ruiu of the old
industrial plant. They saw no way to
create or prctect jobs except by trying
to keep the corpontions profitable and
competitive. All the maior industrial
unions have agreed to wage concessions
and are negotiating so.caUed tradeoffs
with respect to craft jurisdictions.

Why these agreements are called
"tmdeoffs" remains a mystery, because
the union negotiators are agreeing to
combine seyeral crafts under new classif-
ications, and to accept the resulting re-
duction in the workforce. For this, they
are getting nothing in retum - except
perhaps vague promises that the outdated
operations will not immediately be closed
down entirely and forever.

ll0 vAcAilCls

served an apprenticeship as a millwright
at U.S. Steel's South Workers, and after
six years on the job, was taid off whe[
the mill cooled its furnaces,

A look around the industrial scene in
Chicago shows that South Works is only
one of the many idle plants. In fact, the
industrial wasteland extends into north-
west Indiana. Joumalists and commenta,
tors now refer to this area as the ,'Rust
Bowl of the 1980s."

These once productive industrial facil-
ities were alive not long ago with hund-
reds of thousands of "gainfully employed
workers," as we used to say, These work-
ers were mostly members of Distdct 31
of the United Steelworkers of America.
Few of them ever thought there would
come a time ri'hen the mills would stand
cold and empty. They thought they were
fixed for life. Not well fixed, of course,
but people in the skilled trades often had
the illusion that once they completed
their apprenticeship they "had it made."

Reorganizing the work force
Such illusions are now shattered, along

riyith the old brick shells of the factories.
With the rrEssive unemployment - espe-
ciatly the layoffs in the skilled tmdes in
healy industry. in auto. steel. rail. mining
and oil - the prospect of going back to
work or looking for another job is a
nightmare for workers. It is an ,,employ-
e$' market" for the corporations and the
shoestring opemtors alike.

The story of $,hat effect this process
has had on the unions has been told manv
times, and is well known. The union oi-

How this affects the work at the point
of production has not been much writen
about, but it is the subject of almost con-
stant discussion on the job,

Formerly, in the industrial unions (in
particular the Steelworkers), every craft
was separate and distinct, and there was
a clear definition of the work that came
within its judsdiction. The lines of cnft
jurisdiction were sharply drawn and
strictly limited. There was no crossing of
craft lines.

The theme song of skilled workers was
"that's not my job." Everyone under.
stood what that meant, and most workers
adhered to the estsblished definition of
each particular task. For example, a mill.
wright would refuse to do the job of a
pipefitter regardless of how small the task
might be. The foremen would almost
always call for another worker in the
proper trade classification to help when
something developed that required a dif.
ferent skill than those included in the
classifications of the workers aheady on
the job.

This long-established practice has now
been almost completely abandoned. The
reason is the drastic tnnsformation of the
productive process. This, ill turn, i6 large-
ly a result of the economic crisis that set
in during the 1970s as a consequence of
overpbduction on a world scale.

Competition in the world market has
since forced the modernization and re"
organization of US industry. And the
shake-out effect ofthis has been a fudher
reduction and downgrading of skilled
workers in the mass production industries.
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Without being aware of the process
that has overtaken them, the union bu-
reaucnts have succembed to its pressures.

The Rubber Workers union, for ex-
ample, has negotiated national contracts
that estabtish five trades in plants where
there used to be fifteen.

Bail unions haye a$eed to eliminate
firemen, conductors and in general re.
duce ctew sizes, while extending the
tength of trips workers are called on to
make,

The Steelworkers union has signed
eontncts in maior miUs that establish
"super crafts," and which create a new
category called "operating technicians."
These jobs require worke$ to perform
both ski[ed electrical and mechanical
tasks.

The new "super crafts"

In the steel industry, this has taken the
form of establishing "circle crafts." A
skilled worker has to pass tests in six to
eight crafts, involving both physical and
mental capacities. In this way, employeB
can eliminate older workeB with high
seniority, Who are less likely to be able to
meet the physical tests. Moreover, thos€
workers who manage to pass will have to
do multiple jobs.

The employeE gain both by c cum-
venting seniority dghtsand merging cnfts.
The smaller workforce also becomes more
efticient and more productive. Productiv-
ity dses, profits increase.

When a laid-off or displaced industdal
worker begins to look for a new job in
the present "employen' market," he or
she has to be prepared to top a whole
new set of hurdles.

A worker applying for a skiled iob
these days has to be a welder, pipefitter,
plumber and a heating technician. He or
she has to be able to do electrical circuit
wirirg, to ass€mble and disassemble
machinery and equipment, to operate
lathes, lay brick and perform other
masonry work, to do rigging and all the
troubleshooting required in these trades.
That i8 what you have to be able to do
to get and hold mechanical and main.
tenance jobs,

For electrical maintenance jobs, \ 'ork-
ers have to be qualified electricians,
motor inspectors, instrument-repair ex-
perts, armature windels, lathe operators,
welders and sometimes riggers.

The employers gain in a number of
ways, and two in particular. The new
job classifrcations are generaUy coupled
with lower pay rates, even though gxeater
skilt and more work are demanded.
Secondly, the old "down time" that the
other workers got while they waited fot
worken with the required skills to handle
a particular job has now been eliminated.

Today, the trial periods for qualifying
for a iob are much longer. And screening
of applicants and work records i8 more
thorough. The economic insecurity
created by high unemplolment among
skilled workers promotes a gdnding in-
tensification of labor - a pyramiding of
tasks, as \i,ell as a speedup - on the better
paying maintenarce jobs.
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The employers are demanding and get-
ting mole work and mole careful atten-
tion to the quality of the product from
worke$ re-entering the iob market after
long periods of unemployment and tayoff,

Both union and non-union shops make
these demands and screet all ne\tr hires at
the employment office and on the job.
Applicants have to produce proof of ex-
pedence and recent tnining as skilled
worke$, and after being hired they have
to perform, Otherwise the gate opens,
and another statistic is recorded in the
unemployed column.

With workers in the mechanical or
electdcal trades being required to do all
sorts of tasks in order to hold their jobs,
the only way to survive is to study, to
try to leam new techniques, to go to
school to acquire more skitls, to get
training certificates and experience
recommendations from every possible
source.

You need all this to get past the em-
ptoyment desk. You have to show an
elementary unde$tanding of the multiple
crafts and gilE the impression that you
know the work backwatds and forwards.
But the real test is on the job.

A new worker (who may be middle
aged and high.ly skiUed in any one of the
old crafts) has to pay close attention to
how all the other sorts of iobs are done,
otherwise you can easily get disoriented
and find youself unable to complete a

iob assignment. But there is another side
to this.

Today all the old skills trades are being
combined under the conditions of a
brutal speedup. Worke$ on ships in the
Great Iakes, on the milroads, in the steel
mills, mine6 and auto plants are all com-
ing into the same labor market.

No one can be a master of all trades,
as all vrorkers pretty much recognize.
So, in genenl, they know that they are aU
in the same bost at this stage of what
they realize is the "big change," and only
the beginning at that.
Cooperation,
productivity and caution

So, skitled workers have had to
acknowledge their limitations, many of
them for the firS time. And there is a
new willingness among these worken to
help each other. A new sense of coopera-
tion is developing. It is necessary for sur-
vivsl from the worken' standpoint, and
it also contributes to geater productivity
and higher profits for the boss.

When workers from different indus-
tries. backgrounds and work experience
are thrown together, they learn quickly
and easily from each other. A natural
process of selection occurs, not accord'
ing to acquired skills but according to
helpful chancter traits and the ability to
cooperate. This is not a matter of "all
good fellows get together." Quite the
contrary. It is essential to leatn ftom
each other and to be mutally helpful.

The attitudes of workers of widely
different ages and backgounds change.
They quickly recognize the limitations of
their past experience when they have to
perform in these new "supercraft" iobs.

By teaching each other and leaming
from each other on the job, they over-
come feelings of inadequacy and acquire
a new sense of solidadty.

For the moment, the bosses are get-
ting big gains. Some of them are less
tangible but more valuable than the latest
jump in profts.

This assemblage of workers from var-
ious industdes, many of them with years
of experience, the employe$ gain a high-
Iy skilled workforce, without any need
for special on-the-job training o! appren-
ticeships. This is a workforce that is
reliable (free from absenteeism or chronic
lateness), and which meets all produc-
tion standards, however grudgingly.

These early yean of the 1980s are a
time of $eat insecuity for most worken
in the United States. It is a time of
change. Most worke$ have no realistic
perspectiv€ of early retirement, no con-
fidence that they will have a job for the
rest of their working life, no way of
knowing whether this new factory or
shop will close or whether they witl be
laid off.

The attitude of most worke$ today is
dominated by their most vivid recent ex-
periences, the shock of suddenly finding
themselves out of work without a job in
sight.

This is another side to the new con-
sciousness, It does not make for mil-
tancy at this juncture but rather inspires
caution. In part, this accounts for the
failure of the union movement to organ-
ize any large'scale fightback against the
offensive of the government and employ-
ers over the past several yea$ to under-
mine the unions and drive down wages.

The decisive factot in the failure of
the union moyement to defend the in-
terests of the working class. however, is
the incapacity of the present union lead-
ers. They have kept the worken trapped
in the political maze of the capitalist
two-party system.

Until the workers find new leade$hips
v/ho can find their way out of this trap,
there is little likelihood that the unions
will find effective means for tackling the
problems of jobs and dsing prices.

What is happedng to the mther nar-
row stratum of semi-skilled workels, as
I have described here, is far from tell-
ing the whole story about the situation
today in the very stmtified Amefican
working class.

But most workers now face the same
general conditions. Alrnost all of them
recognize now that thes€ are times of
big change, and hardly any see a change
for the better.

Almost every job is new today and re-
quires more cooperation among workers.
This appties as well to jobs now opening
up in the new computerized opemtions,
eyen in the highly rcbotized plants.

These sweeping changes in working
conditions are creating a nerfl sense of
working-class solidarity. It is a higher
form of class consciousness that wiU
contdbute in an important way to the
development of a workingtlass political
leadership in this country. !
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WEST GERMANY

lnvasion of the robots
threatens labor

Winfried WOLF

What was true before is even more so
today. These exceptionally highly auto-
mated factories that stand out now, in a
few years will become the model for the
entire industry.

Therefore, it is useful, and not just for
those working in this irdustry, to take a
closer look at this labontory to get an
idea of the conditions all the workers
are going to face.

"If you look at all the individual tech-
nological innolations iD one individual
VW factory. and imagine a factory in
which they are applied, you get a factory
empty of people."

This perspective is confirmed by the
examples gitrn by workers from VW-
Kassel and the complementary examples
given by other workers from Opel, Ford
and Daimler-Benz at the Second Automo-
bile Workers Meeting organized by the
Falhen ReDieu) in early December 1983.
The futue belongs to factories empty of
people.

"Factories empty of people"

ln 1969, when the fi$r. robots were in-
troduced on production lines at Geneml
Motors in Detroit, it all still seemed to be
harmless. yet another labor saving device.

Then, in the 1970s, the Japanese auto
companies introduced industrial robots
into their factodes on a large scale. In
this case, however, two-digit $owth Iates
for the Japanese economy as a whole cov-
ered up the fact that living labor was be-
ing squeezed out of the production pro-
cess,

In particular, the fiBt generation of
"automated manual-operations machines,,
were still completely inadequate as a gen-
eral substitute for human labor, These
robots carried out a few prepro$ammed
movements. They moved mostly around
one ads, were awkward and ,'insensitive.,,

This generation of robots replaced on
the average 1.4 to 1.6 workers, The new
"second generation of intelligent robots,"
however, in the opinion of those who
caried out a study for the Commelz-
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bank, represents "social and political
dynamite."

These robots are equipped with visual
and tactile sensors (in most cases using
video camems). They will soon be able to
actually "feel" (that is, distinguish warm
from cold and soft from hard) and dis-
tinguish colo$. They wiu be able to
move around more than one axis, iII most
cases three. But most importantly, they
are fully reprogrammable.

"Computer Aided Manufacturing" has
two big adyantages ov€t the sort of fixed
production lines previously in general
use.

- Production can be shaped much
more flexibly. Breakdowns at specific
points can be adjusted for without stop-
ping the proc:ess as a whole.

- Models can be changed without
having to scrap the old equipmett, as
was generaUy the cas€ before. The indus-
trial rcbots can be reprogrammed in ac-
cordance yyith the tasks involved in pro-
ducing the nelY model.

This second generation of robots cov-
els ranges of jobs that remained out of
the reach of previous forms of automa-
tion. One of the most important of these
is assembly, the putting together of the
motor, the drive mechanism, the axles,
the chassis, the installation of the head-
lights, the attachment of the wheels and
the exhaust pipes, unwinding and flex-
ing the belts, etc.

Soldetng, which the lilst generation
of robots did to some extent, is now al-
most entLely done by the industrial
robots (except for some spot welding and
seams). The same goes for painting.

A few jobs have been saved even after
the introduction of robots in the produc-
tion of the Gotf IL For example, human
workets are $ill needed to instau the
cooling systemi and electric widltg, In
the second case, however, this is only an
intermediate solution.

The entire electrical system used in
cars has scarcely changed since the 1920s.
It will not last much longer. The wiring is
going to be replaced by electronic and
electfic cLcuits built into the body.

Experience sho' s that no work pre-
viously done by hand is outside the lange
of the robots,

At Audi-Neckarsutm, mbots already
put in the ceiling under the car roofs, At
Mercedes-Mettingen, a robot aheady
"work" as an inspector of the final pro-
duct, checking the seams that its fellow
robots have welded (it shows up devia-
tions as small as a tenth of a millimeter).

It would be entircly wrong to lament
this replacement of humau labor as such.
In fact, thtough the changes in the fac-
tory routine of the 1980s, the possibility
is appeadng for a humanization of labor.
Humanity and the mass of workers can
do without this kind of work the robots
are starting to do.

Most of the iobs taken over by robots

- welding, lifting heavy weights, paint-
ing and so forth - are harmful to the
health of human beings because of noise.
poisonous gases, glare and physical strain,
The least that can be said about them is
that they are monotonous, uncreative
activity. No workeE who have spent long
years ir the belly of this industrial
Moloch come out unscathed.
Potential for liberation
or destruction?

This indicates the potentially libemt-
ing perspective the newtechnology offe$,
Ignoring this is quite fashionable on the
lefr today, but such an attitude leads
politically into a hopeless blind alley.

It is only on the basis of understand-
ing the lrew technology's liberating po-
tential that the effects of its introduction
],r.der capitalist conditions can be proper-
ly assessed and fought. In fact, the de-
struction this technology can cause, if it
is introduced into the capifcl,st labor
process, is as great as is its protential for
humanizing work. Under capitalism,
the first result is massive unemployment
instead of a shorter workweek for a.ll.

The capacities of the second genera-
tion of robots are such that since the mid-
dle of 1983 hundreds of them have been
being installed. Every robot now re-
places four to ten workers, This pro-
ces has been lully underway in the West
German car factories since the spring of
1983. It was aheady foreshadowed by
the massive investment pro$ams that
were postponed in 1979, at the begin-
ning of the last recession in the industry.

Retooling for the nex, models has beeu
combined with revolutionizing the pro-
duction lines. In BMW's main factory in
Munich, the No. 3 Plant has been robot-'tzed. In the Sindelfingen and Bremen
Daimler plants, the "little Mercedes" is
being produced by robots (by the end of
1983,300 robots had been instaUed).

At the Opel plant in Bochum, 150
robots have been installed to make the
new "Kadett." At the Ford plant in
Cologne, 150 robots have been installed
to assemble the new "Scorpio."

Whereas in the past Opel produced
13 cars per year per employee, irt fow or
five years it will build 45 cars per employ-
ee. Other car manufacturers haye aimed
for, and in part already achieved, produc-
tivity teaps of this order.
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For a half.century, -the auto industry has been the testing ground for large-
scale application of the most modern technology in the capitalist prodic-
tion process.

In the US automobile industry, this began in the 1920s with the intro-
4uction of the assembly line. The production line that was set up in
Wolfsbq{g after the sec<ind world war for \rltr beetles set the Eurofean
record for division and intensity of labor.

Once again, at the end of 1983 and the beginning of 1984, the,.Halle
54" of the Volkswagen factory in Wolfsburg has set a world record for
automation with the robotized and computerized production of the new
Golfs ("Golf II").



Volkswagen, which since the end of
the 1970s, has been the pacesetter in
West Germany in the installation of ro-
bots, puts all this in the shade. In the
productior of the Golf II, robots and
computerization will take 20% off the
total worktime per car. If these cars were
made the way the Golf I's were, VW
would have to employ 1,000 more
workers.

"The wave of automation is becoming
an amlanche," warnsMerari, the iournal of
the engineering worke$ union, which un-
til a short time ago showed no inkling of
v/hat was happening. "Robots are at
work on the assembly line, in press work,
body construction. painting. And now in
parts assembly, with labor-cost savi[gs to
the company of up to 40%." (Metall,
September 23, 1983.)

A few have lEntured estimates for the
economy as a whole. Thus, the robot
producer Kuka estimates that before the
end of this decade 120,000 robots will be
installed throughout the world and
12,000 in lVest Germany, 5,500 of them
in the West German auto industry. This
would result in the loss of 100,000 jobs
ovemll in West Germany and 40,000 in
the West German auto industry. This is
quite I "soft-hearted" estimate.

The head of the Ford company in
Belgium is more forthright. By the end
of the decade, 5070 of all iobs in the West
Ewopean auto industry m8y be elimin-
ated, that amounts to I million jobs, and
those are iust the direct job losses in the
auto industry itself.

\{ork time "reorganized "
The Commerzbank study cited above

considers that in the West German auto
industy, half the assembly tine jobs arc
in danger, that is there are 600O00
workers who can be replaced by robots.
The number of new jobs that might be
created in robotized industry are esti
mated by this study at a meage 20,000.

In Japan, the example of the three
biggest etectronic concerns, shows how
mpidly such a process can take place. In
only ten yea$, the workforce was cut by
half, $,hile at the same time ptoduction
increased. In particular, badly paid
women workers were replaced by robots.

"Adjusting labor organization to the
den.rnds of modern production tech'

niques is a constant task for industdal
society that is undergoing a proces of
structural change," That is how the
most prestigious German newspaper of
big capital, the Franhfurtur Allgemeine
Zeitung (FAZ), desqibed the second
negative effect of the introduction ofthe
new production techniques under capital-
ism - computer-dilected intensification
of the tabor of those who still have jobs.

This is what the "reorganization of
labor at Volkswagen" represents, which
the FAZ consideE a pilot project for all
West German industry, in paticular auto.

The VW management is trying to im-
pose two nex' regulations on the wolkers:
maintaining production during breaks and
the computing of worktime on an annual
basis. For computer-dtected production,
breaks are an "unnecesary interruption
of production." Eventually this sort of
production could go on without a human
lvorkforce at all.

In the immediate, what the companies
'want to do is pro$am the production
lines so that they continue through the
breaks provided for the $,orkers in the
union contracts, without being attended
by human worke$, or at least only by a
reduced monitoring crew. This would
produce a new labor saving and, if the
work time and level of production remain
the same, it also means a loss of jobs.
The pilot project for this scheme is to be
started in the WV factories.

Workers d Ford in Cologne report
that the management there is also making
moves that point in the same dfuection.
Food wagons are being brought in. On
each line, the canteens are being disman-
tled. The crews will be able to eat their
"meals" in sight, if not in reach, of their
half€utomated production lines,

What could prove far more important
than the elimination of breaks at VW is

the project to introduce "yearly wolk-
time." \rW $rants to force its "cowork-
en" to accept a contract selling labor
time for a year in adrance, so that the
company can then use it as it chooses.

fhe Franhfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
claims this would "enable the company
to use labor wh€n it is really needed'"
C,oncretely what it means is part-time
work for Eome and oveftime for others.
Special shifts will not harc to be negoti-

rxts

Wollkeft dre beins replaced br other worherc who don't need breaks-lobots (DR)

ated anymore on an individual basis with
workforce representatives, Thecompany
would simply impose them on the basis
of electrcnic computations of the market
and inventory situation.

The result will be a lot of involuntary
time off in the winl,er and overtime in
the summer months. Bonuses for over-
time will be eliminated or "paid in a
lump sum," which means that they wiU
be reduced.

The worke$ will be pressured into
accepting such ar agreement by the
threat of "unemployment." In return for
agreeing to these "yearly worktime"
contncts, the workers will get the assur-
ance that they cannot be flled for that
length of time.

If you add to this the practice follow-
ed in 1982-83 in cases vrhen there was a
lot of extra work (for example, during
model changes) of the so-called "cotton'
picker contracts," that is, hiring workers
for short periods limited in advanc€, the
result approaches the system used in
Japan.

Thus, a somewhat more jobsecure
core of workers, conditioned to regard
themselyes as a labor adstocracy, would
be backed up by an army of much less

secure short hires. A new instrument for
dividing the working class would be
0eated.

The Franhfurter Allgemeine Zettung's
paean to the VW management, also re-
veals an important side-effect of these
new yearly contracts. "On the basis of an
established 4o-hour work$reek and only
on this basis, the company will agree..."

What this means in plain Cerman is

that VW, which bargains nationally with
IG Metal (the engineedng union), will be
able, through these yearly labor'time
agreements with its mrious workforces,
to undercut IG Metall's campaign for the
35.hour week,

'lhe FAZ proclaimed with hYPo'
critical glee that the VW factory council
is "taking a surprisingly open attitude to
the management's new plans." I

This article is from the December 15,
.1983 irsue of Was Tun, the paper of the
West German sectton of the Fourth In-
temational. It has been \lightly abrwed
for spsce reasons.
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BOLIVIA

Question. llhat can you tell us about
the gouemmental crisis that opened up on
December 14 lasl teor when all the min-
isters resigned?

Answer. You should remember that
this government that just resigned was
formed last August after a Iong crisis. At
the time it was a question of the MIR'S
(1) return to the govemment it had quit
in January, although it had formally re-
mained a member of the UDP. (2) But
the attempt to reconstitute this at the
govemmental level did not succeed. The
president Hemando Siles Suazo installed
a govemment comprising 8 members of
his own party, the MNR-I, two from the
Bolivian Communist Party (PCB), two
from the Christian Democrats (PDC) and
two independents - a personality from
the MNR-H and a military flgure. (3)
Rightists predominated among the MNR-I
members: Alvarez Plata became minister
of the interior. Fernando Baptista minis-
ter of finances and Colonel Cardenas
Mallo minister of defence.

This operation by Siles - which did
however close the door to participatio[
by the Bolivian Worke6 C,onfedemtion
(COB) and lhe Peasants Confederation -failed to stop the rightwing offensive.
The right continued to exploit the re-
lationship of forces it had, particularly in
the Senate. The ADN's and MNR-H's
techoique, as well as the MIR'S, is to rely
on parliamentary questiorls, putting the
goveBrment on the spot, At the same
time it is continuing the campaign it has
been waging for months on the guenilla
operations that far left groups arc sup-
posed to be preparing for. In fact a $oup
of 7 people - five Boliyians and two Chil-
eans - was aEcsLed at the end of October
while they were - according to the
prosecution - undergoing roilitary train-
ing somewhere in the province of La Paz.

What the ight wants is not to put a
stop to these events which are after all
very minor, but to find pretexts for at-
tacking the MNR-I as wetl as the PCB
who are accused of complicity. The sister
of a leader of the left in the MNR-I,
Rospigliossi, was suspecl,ed of having
been involved with the 'guerilleros'.
Finaly, the dght launched attacks against
the November 17 package of economic
measules that rt considered insufficient,
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although they favoured certain layers of
the exploiting classes.

The whole dghtwing campaign led up
to a ceDsure motion adopted by the
majority of the Senate on December 14.
Although they were not constitutionally
obliged to do so the ministers resigned,
provoking the present cdsis.

It should be added that the Church
took the opportunity to intervene in its
tum. The bishops issued an appeal in
which they preached 'a political pact with
a social truce allowing us to look forward
with hope'.

Io fact, the guiding motif of the party
declarations and the comments in the
bourgeois ptess is now for national unity
or convergence and the social truce which
will follow. The objective of this cam-
paign is not in the short term to preparc
for a military coup. What the bourgeois
parties and the bosses organisations want
is a government that has clearly shifted to
the right.

Siles Suazo, who had already in Aug-
ust outlined the perspective of a 'govem"
ment of national convergence'to be set
up precisely at the end of the year, has
been quite cautious up to now. He could
keep the present coalition while changing
the ministers, leturn to collaboration
with the MIR or include MNR-H repre-
sentatives in the govemment. The situa-
tion is quite complicated. Not least be-
cause of the divisions that are tearing
apart the parties. Thus it is quite diffi-
cult to make predictions. In any case,
there will probably be a shift to the fight
of the axis and odentation of the govern-
ment. Its relationship with the masses
will deteriorate further which particular-
ly yrill create problems for the PCB -
already wracked by rather sharp internal
debates.

8. The political crisis is to a uery
large extenl foslered by on economic
situation that, according to all the indica-
tors, is goinE to continue worsening. Can
you tell us more concretely what the
sttuation is?

A. In fact the political cdsis is 1on-
ditioned to an extraordinary extent by a
deep economic and social crisis,

In March, while comptetely rejecting
the idea of a fixing of a basic subsistence

wage and a sliding scale, the government
had decided that yirage adiustments would
be made every time that the price index
rose by 40 per cent. In practice, the
catching up was always late and in no
way compensated for the loss of buying
power caused by galoping inflation. For
example, at the time the economic
measures were adopted in Novembel,
wages were increased by a little tess than
40 per cent while the cost of tiving had
risen by 150 per cent.

According to the fint calculations,
1983 was marked by a reduction of
around 7 per cent in Gross Domestic Pro-
duct - other calculatious have even put
this at 10 per cent. The priEte entre-
preneurs say that only 50 per cent of
industrial capacity was utilized. Unem-
ployment is continuing to }ise. Since
October 1982 more than 200 enterprises

- smaU or medium-sized - have been
closed down. That's a lot in a country
that is so little industrialised as Bolivia.
It is unnecessary to also point out that
the problem of the foreign debt remains
extremely sedous and weighs very heavily
on the govemment's policies. This debt
has now reached 6,000 million dollars.

The gcvemmenl, appears to be primar-
ily occupied with gi-!,ing assurances to the
private sector. The November
measures implied, among other things,
that the Centnl Bank would itself take
over the foreign debt of this sector, On
the other hand it is manoeulaing to the
detriment of COMIBOL, the state mining
company, although it remains the l&gest
source of foreign currency. Since last
May the government should have given
COMIBOL 50 miUion dolla$, in fact
they have only given 7 !

Such behavior is quite obviously in-
spired by the v.ish to create problems
in an industry where majority worke$
co-management has been, in principte,
introduced.

Q. Can lou mahe a first balance
sheet of worhers co-manogement?

A. No. Up until now the wolkels
majority co'management leadership has
been formed at a central level, but the
discussion has not yet started on the con-
crete norms of functioning, At the local
level, the padty bodies instaUed follow-
ing the miners action last April remain in
place.

Bolivian Fourth lnternationalists
fight for workers solution

to the crisis
The military relinquished power to a civilian govemment in Bolivia in
September 1982. The following interview by at Intetnationdl Vieupoint
correspondent with a leader of POR-U (Bolivian section of the Fourth
Interrutional) looks at how the political situation is developing and the
reactions of the workers movement.

1. MIR: Movimietrto de Izquierdo Revo-
lucionario. Movebenl of ihe Revolutionary
Left. tEces its odgins lrom plo-Cuban guerrilas
but now a conserative folmation standing on
the }icht wing of bouseois nationalism.
2. UDP: Union DehocEtica Populat, a
coalition of the Communist paty (PCB) and
the two offshoots of the old bowg€ois national'
ist party. the Movimiento Nacional Revolu-

3. The MNR-Izqui€rda (MNR-I) is led by the
president Sfles Suazo. The patliameDtaty fac-
tion l€d by Alearez Plata. favours unification
with the MNR-H but this is opposed by the
party apparatus and the left.

The MNR-Itistoricio (MNR-H). led by
Vicvo Paz Estenssoro. reprelents tbe sections of
the former party that collaborated with the
Genelal Hugo Banzer dictatorshlp at the begin-
ning oI the 1970s.
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Q. The intemational press only men-
tions in pessing the struEgles of the last
few months. What can you tell us about
them?

,4. In August, on the znd and 30th,
there were demonstrations organised by
the COB in La Paz and others tovrns.
These were centred on the obiectives out-
Iined in its economic emergency plan.

This opened a ttew phase of struggle
characterised by a considerable $owth of
sectoral struggles. Stdkes and demonstra-
tions by industrial workers, miners.
teachers, different sections of the service
sector increased, The peasants in tum
mobilised sercral times. In the Yungas
region in padicular they onc€ again used
the method of struggle that they consider
most effective - roadblocks. Essentially,
the demands concerned wages.

As the sliding scale with the minimum
living u,age has not been introduced,
every one on their own is fighting to get
rises. The minen - among whom the
Huanuni workers as always play a !an-
Tlp Bolioicn minells pktr d vangwrd tule (DR)

Q. Are there dltcussions in the trade
uniorc on the objectiues and orientations
for this stage of the struggle?

A. There are discussions and differ-
entiations. On the crucial problem of
the living wage and slidiry scale there are
two opposing positions. The PCB cuEent
- partially supported by the president of
the COB Economic Commission - bave
come out against this demand which they
consider 'unrealistic' in the ples€nt situa-
tion. The other current includes differ-
ent forces - among them the Trotsky-
ists. FLst of all it won in the FSTMB,
and then in a'l extended meeting of the
COB leadership. This forced the leader-
ship - in which the PCB remain the
majofity - to include this demard in
their emergency economic plan. How-
ever, it is one thing to have a resolution
on paper - it is another to make it the
focus of a real mobilisation. That's the
problem at present.

It should be said in passing that the
PCB paid a high pdce for its position. A
lot of activists and organise$ are against
the official line, Even at leadership level
there are conflicts, One effect of this has
been the replacemelt of Ramiro Barran-
chea by the more malleable Horst Grebe
as minister of labour.

Finally, there is a more general prob-
lem of orientation. Despite the sharp
arguments and the conflicts the COB
leadership has maintained a diatogue with
the government. Others would like to
have an open break.

q. So the COB congress which starts
on May 1 will be on important euenl...

A. Undoubtedly. Delegates repre'
senting all the workeE in the country will
meet to discuss the crucial ploblems we
face and the line to adopt in the present
situation. There will be very sharp dis'
cussions at every level.

The trade-union activists who are
members or sympathisers of our organi-
sation and who have responsibilities as

organisers, or even sometimes as national
leaders, will fight above all on the ques'
tion of the living wage and sliding scale as

the central focus of mobilisation, At the
same time they will insist on the urgency
of establishing a ioint platfom of de'
mands for all sectors. This is the only
way of avoiding the iDcrease of dispers€d
sectoral struggles that would entail a risk
of weadng down the workers,

They virill emphasise the need to strug-
gle for majodty co-management to be
applied in practice in the nationalised sec'
tor, and for worLers control to be intro-
duced in the private sector.

The battle for these obiectives will go

along \i/ith the battle for a united front of
the left including the COB, the Peasants
Confederation and all the padies and or-
ganisations of the working class. The
COB will be the backbone of this front.
Its congless should transform itself into a
popular assembly that represents the al-
ternative to a bourgeois parliament'
EYom such an assembly popular power
bodies could and should develop thrcugh'
out the country. I
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guard role - have outflanked the FSTMB
(the miners federation) itsetf, demanding
the regular supplying of their canteens
'lvhich often lack the most essential con-
sumer goods. They continue to demand a
living wage and the sliding scale.

The peasants got concessions on the
organisation of peasant markets, tmns-
port, technical aid. But they keep on
having to go into struggle again because
the govemment does not keep the under-
takings it has made.

The economic measures on November
17 provoked very sharp reaction. The
COB realised that a new wave of struggles
was starting up. It retook the centml
initiative by proclaiming a national work
stoppage for December 13 and 14. This
was an undoubted success. However,
there nras no demonstration organised in
the capital city. On the other hand in the
mining region there were massive mobili
sations almost everywhere. In Oruro
particularly therc was a very milltant
march, the biggest since the UDP came to
power.
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AROUND THE WORLD

The development of independent peace groups in East Germany became
generally known after the publication of the January 1982 Berlin Appeal
by the veteran opposition communist Robert Havemann and Pastor
Eppelmann, leader of the radical wing of the East German Lutheran
church.
P- LUDWIC question), militarism in the schools,

These group6 glew up in connection ctitical culture, the specific problems of
with the older struggle of conscientious women (the reat mture ofthi ,'equality,'
objectors, with the demand of a layer of the regime boa$s about). They also in-
young people for a form of civitian ser- cluded problems of daily life, of the com-
vice, or a real "peace serYice." - munities, sexuality, and the problems of

Facing an extreme militarization of homosexuals.
daily life, these groups protested in many As it became ctear that the Geneva
forms both inside and outside the Luth- negotiations were tikelv to end in faiture
eran youth cente6. In this way, a "mini' and when the Soviet Union announced
mass movement" movement developed, the installation of new SS-21 and SS-22
which raised a number of themes and pro- missiles, the peace movement faced a new
moted a number of discussions. situation.

Among the issues brought up were the The peace groups responded on a na-
destruction of the euvironment (which is tional level by circulating petitions iu
catastrophic in East Germany; 3C0 more than 15;ities. The ippeals people
demonstrated in Halle last June on this were called upon to sign naa tne tottow-

East German jail peace activists
on hrEer sfke

ing common axes:
1. Rejection of all systems of nuclear

destruction.
2. A call on the Honecker govern-

ment to take "a unilateral first step to
initiate momentum toward disarmament
in order to promote confidence" (the
Dresden Appeal), even if the Cluise and
Pershing missiles are deployed on the
other side oI the Berlin Wall.

3. Setting up of a nuclear-free zone
iu centnl Europe, the area of greatest
tensions in the preseut status quo.

These demands were summed up in
the Rostock Appeal, which was issued in
mid'November and which we give below.

The East German bureaucrats struck
back rapidly. After the big peace demon-
strations in West Germany $/ere over,
they launched a wave of repression in
severa.l provincial cities, in particular in
Weimar and Potsdam,

A dozen young peace activists were
arrested on the most absurd charges. In
East Berlin, Ba$le Bohley and ulrike
Poppe, the main leaders of the $oup
called Women for Peace were artested on
Decembel 12. They are charged mainly
ylrith having had contacts with women
belonging to the British peace movement
organisation END, with the West German
Greens and FYench joumalists.

These two women have rejected in
advance any offer to deport them to
West Germany. In Jsnuary, they started
a hunger strike, demauding their immed-
iate release. I

European women meet
to plan'Women Agairst
the Crisis'
Tribunalfor 1985

The ftst intemational co-ordination
meeting for the 'Women Against the
Crisis' TYibunal planned for lnternational
I{omen's Day 1985 took place iu Brussels
on January 14 and 15.

This proposal was initially made at the
European-wide confelence on Women
and Work in Turin in April 1983 (see
Intemational Viewpoint No 33, June
27, 1983). That conference revealed that
throughout Viestern Europe women are
facing similal -*s as a result of the
economic cri5i. .^rro rhe efforts of the
govemments and bosges to make the
working class pay for the crisis and the
arms race.

This has led to attempts to divide the
workforce by giving some u/orkers
(male, white, middletged) more right to
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The Rostock Appeal

The signers of this appeal, who include both Chlistians and non-Christians, were
dismayed by the statement issued by the German Democratic Republic's National
Defense Council on October 25, 1983, announcing plans to deploy Soliet tactical
missiles systems.

On the basis of our humanist or Christian commitment and our conviction that
no new war must ever again spdng from German soil, we are totauy convinced

- that the deployment of these missiles will not reduce, but -increase the
threat of war to the German people;

- it is intolerable for us and our children to have to live in the future along-
side these systems of nuclear destruction in our own country;

- applying these measures {ould mean abandoning the Swedish proposal for
a denuclearized zone in central Euope, which has been accepted as lalid up to
now.

Therefore, fully realizing what is at stake, we prctest against the measures
decided on by the National Defense Council. In this, we are in complete agree-
ment with the decision of th€ S!,nod of the Evangeticat ILutheran] Church adopt-
ed on September 20, 1983, which called on the govemment of the German Demo"
cratic Republic to exercise its influence in the Warsaw Pact to assure that no
short-range [uclear missiles were deployed in the GDR, either during the Genem
negotiations or after.

We appeal to the National Defense Crouncil to revelse its position without
delay.

We call on all those who are not ready to reconcile thetnselves to a more and
more real possiblity of the destruction of human life to sign this appeal and send
it to the chairpe$on of the GDR National Defense Council and to E, Honecker.

The stakes are too high for us to be able to leave the choice of life or death
to politicians and the military. I

Rostock
November 11, 1983.
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a job than women, immignnts or young
people, for example by the introduction
of pat-time work directed specifically at
women, or the use of the 'head of family'
notion in the allocation of jobs or bene.
fits. There have been cuts in social ser-
vices, forcing women back to the home,
alongside a propaganda campaign aimed
at the same objective. Gains previously
won, in the I'ieid of contraception and
abodion for example, are also under
attack; justified by both economic and
moral argumeutat ion.

The aim of the Tribunal is to demon-
strate how these attacks on women are
taking place, with individual e8)eriences
as well as information from official aud
unofficial sources being presented, The
Tlibunal will thus demonstnte the in-
adequacies of govemmental or European
policies, eyen vi,hen they are implement-
ed, and that women haye to fight to de'
fend their interests,

The meeting was attended by the Wo-
men Against the Crisis co-ordinstion in
Belgium which includes both the maior
trade-union federations, the Socialist
FGTB and the Catholic CSC, as well as

women's molement gmups, the national
womeu's secretariat of the Socialist trade
union iu the Netherlands the FNV, the
woments movement and the women's
union bodies in Luxembourg. A repre-
sentative of the CGT (Communist Party-
led union federation) from Portugal vvas
present, as also wele women from the
women's movement in FYance, the Na'
tional Abortion Campai4 in Britain and
the Greenham Common women and
other women's peace grcups iu Bdtain.
Women from the 'Women Against the
Crisis' co-ordination in Turin, formed
after the conference was held there, also
attended. The Comisiones Obreros (Com-
munist Party-led unions) from the Span-
ish State and the Madrid Abortion Co-
ordinating Commission sent lette$ indi-
cating their support and interest.

The meeting agreed to hold the TIi-
bunal in March 1985 and to build up to
it through a press conference around
March 8 this year and some public activ-
ity around the time of the European elec-
tions.

In the meantime, it is planned that co-
ordinating networks will be established in
the different countries to win further sup-
port ftom the women's movement and
the trade unions and workeE parties, as

well as helping to gather information for
the lYibunal itself. The January meeting
agreed iu principle to work around the
themes of equality at work, including
taking up the question of part-time work,
and a shoter working week for all; econ-
omic independence for women through
the ght to work as well as equality of
treatment in allocation of benefits, etc.;
the particular situation of immigrant
women; the dectiminalisation of abor.
tion, and the contradiction between the
I,ast amouuts spent by goveruments on
defence and the continual cuts in social
services justified on the ground that there
is 'no money to pay for them'.

It is hoped that different countdes
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wilt take on responsibility for co-ordin-
ating the prepamtion of informatiou on
a specific theme for the Tlibunal, partic-
ularly where one of the themes is of
particular importance for them, as for
example the Spanish women volunteered
to do on abortion, or the British women
are considering doiug on the arms race

and its effects on women.
After this initial meeting the next

intemational meeting is planned for June
213, a€3il]. in Brussels. For further in-
formation, contact the Belgian co-ord-
inating $oup: Anne Grauwels, l rue des
Oeillets, 1000 Brussels, Belgium. I
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Marcel Lorent (1921-1999)

Our comrade Marcel Lorent is no longer. He died on December 22,7983 tol-
lowing a short but incurable illness. Marcel was a steelworker at the Cockedll
plant in Ougree. He was an active member ofthe FGTB (SociatistJed trade-union
fedention), who joined the Parti Wallon des Tlarrailleurs [PWT - IValloon Work-
en Party - WaUonia is the name for the Flench speaking pad of Belgiuml with
the teamaround Louis Goire, the trade-union languard of the Liege steel industry.

In 19?1 Marcel participated in the foundation of the Ligue Revolutionnaire
des Ttavsilleun [Revolutionary Workers League, Belgian section of the Fourth
Interantionall from the fusion of the PWT and the Jeune Garde Socialiste [these
two organisations had resulted from splits and expulsions in the Socialist Party
and its youth organisationl. With a dozen other workers in Cocke ll he worked
patiently to build the LRT. Above and beyond his union work he would sell up
to 100 copies of La Gauche eyery Saturday morning in a door to door sale with
another comrade in his working-class neighbourhood in Ougree.

In 1973 Marcel had to confont the most difficult political and trade union
event in his active life. In that yea: the union team built around Louis Goie,
of which Marcel had been a part for so many yea$, was hit by bureauclatic and
employen lepression. In fact, the FGTB union fulltime$ of the Liege metal.
worke$ had decided to break up the union vanguard in steel. In the middle of
a strike the bureaucracy decided to suspend 30 detegates [shop stewards]. These
30 delegates continued to lead the strike that more than 80 per cent of the work-
e$ in thet sector wished to continue, according to a secret baUot held by the
bureaucracy.

The bureaucracy itself had ordered a retum to work. -Lo llzollonre, the FGTB
daily paper, in Liege, fialsified the facts, thus on this occasion joining its colleagues
of the rightvdng press. One read that it was only a handful of leftists led by the
LRT preventing a retum to work at the Thomas and LD steelworks, The Cocker-
ill management took adlantage of the withdnwat of union protection to sack 7
of the 30 suspended delegates. Among these were 3 LRT members,
Louis Gofue, Heffi Dams and Heffi Fischbach. Their comrade Marcel Lorent
was not a direct victim of the repression because he did not hold any union post.
But he was very affected by this betrayal.

Of the Cockefill worke$ who were members of the LRT, I\{arcel remained the
most inclined to continue fighting. He was very active in the committee for the
reintegration of the 7 delegates. We remember particularly his contribution to
the Central Committee of the LRT at the end of 1973 when it discussed how to
wage this campaign.

Marcel took early retirement in 1976 but remained active in his local area. In
1981 he once more headed the joint LRT-PLS list of candidates for the Senate.

We remember him with $eat feeling. He held tenaciously but always with
great modesty to his course as an unremitting fighter for workers emancipation.
There are (too) few like him. I

La Gauche
January 13, 1984.
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Since the Polish Inprecor was fint published in October 1981
twelve issues have appeared.

Inprehor is published every two months as a iournal reflect-
ing the point of view of the Fourth International. It addresses
itself to the debates that are going on in the Polish workers
movement. For example, see the dossier on the strategy of the
geneml stdke in JuIy 1982, on the place of street demonstm-
tions in Solidarnosc's strategy in September 1982, on the 'line
of the factories' developed by the activists in l,c er Silesia in
September 1983. In the same month was a dossier on the
economic situation and the roots of the crisis, and then in the
next issue, November 1983, on relations at work and the
possibilities for struggle in the workplaces.

Inprekor abo reports on the mass struggles in other count es

- Salvador, Turkey, Bolivia, Bmzil, the anti-war movement in
Europe - with particula! attention to the activities of the demo"
cmtic and workels opposition in the countries of Eastem
Europe and the Soviet Union, as well aE to solidadty with
Solidarnosc activl.ties. Inprehor also giyes space to other polit-
ical cu[ents and to fmtemal debate with them, There have
been articles from Jacek Kuron, Adam Michnik, Josef Pinior,
Wadyslaw Frasyniuk, Zbigniew Romaszewski, Zbigniew Bujak
and the organisation 'Fighting Solidamosc'.

Inprehor has won a certain audience in Poland itself. The
articles that we receive lor publication bear witness to that, as
do the letters like this one from a leader of a clandestine unit of
Solidamosc:

'Four or five copies for a network like ours is simply dic-
ulous. People are lighting over who gets it filst! Since we
have been receiving the last few issues people have begun to ask,

'When's the next one? Why are there so few?' Inprehor rcpre'
sents hope, plans for the future. l think that it is sufficiently
well known, sufficiently respected, that even if there is some-
thing that one disagrees with, which could happen, that we're
not going to start fighting about it, but sit and discuss calmly.'

To make sure thal Inprehor can appear reguliuly, to increase
its distribution in Poland, we need your help. You can take
a supporters subscription, or simply make a donation as an act
of international solida ty.

A subscription for one year (6 issues) is 75 French francs, 12
US dollars or ,8 sterling. Make cheques payable to PEC (Polish
Inprekor) and send to Inprekor, Polish edition,2 rue Richard
Lenoir, 9310n Montreuil, France. For bank transfers, etc.
proceed as I<t International Viewpoint, but always with the
addition'Polish Inprekot'.
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